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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN. COUNTY, KENTUCKY,* FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25.1
889. VOLUME XM NO. 17.
Tho Efocts of COM1611C0 &Mpg.
A conference meeting was held by all the members of 
our Slid the
following appointments was made:
1st. Dress Coods and Trimmings
Shall be first in Quality, Style and Lowest in Prices.
2nd. One Of Our Handsome New Cloaks
Must be worn by every lady in this and adjoining counties.
3rd No Man, Woman or Child
Shall get cold during this winter if it takes all of
our immense stock of
BLANKETS, SHAWLS AND UNDER WEAR
To keep them warm even at ruinously low prices.
4th. Every room must be c trpete,1 in Christian County
with one of our beautiful new
All Wool 2-ply or Brussells Carpets
WITH RUGS TO MATCH THEM.
5th. No Man. Woman or Chi't's Sole shall be neglected duri
ng this win-
ter for want of Boots and Shoes for we have the largest 
stock of Custom
made BOOTS AND SHOES to be found in any Dry Goods 
House in the
!estate such as STRIBLEVS, EMERSON'S AND HOCKE
R'S and our
$2 00 Custom Made Shoe is the Best in the World for the Money.
6th. WE NEVER TELL YARNS but sell the Best and 
Cheapest Jeans
'Lod Yarns that can be found in the city.
Jones Co.
0-0 =C.'',
Williams & Johnson's
OORNER MAIN AN:".') COURT STEEETS,
For all ki,nds of
STAPLE & FANCY
GROCERIES,
791rLeet
avZa.clrerel,
Cheese
Ca.n.n.ed. G-occl.s,
Fresh and nice and at he lowest pricz
Mat are You Waitiu For
Our Fall and Winter offerings will not and cannot be
surpased. Our stock is large, our goods are new, our
prices are low. Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hats,
Caps, Trunks and Valices, Furnishing Goods, Notions, etc.
Inspect us, criticize us, know us, and you will find we deal
fair and save you dollars.
MORRIS COHEN,
Shyfe: Coner. COlgr NhthRnii 18111.
REASONS
Why Ayer's Sarsaparilla is
preferable to any other for
the cure Of Blood Diseases.
pecan RO no polei,nouA• or deleterious
ingredients ewer i.to the compkwition
of Ayer's S.irsaparira.
— Ayer's tat.-.a i ill.. contains only
the purest an I MOS. reniel:al
properties.
‘1,cr's Sarsapuri.la i prepared wlll
extreme cars', shill, and cleanliness.
— Aycr's Sa-,:iparilla is prescribed 1
leading physi. 141124.
— Ayer's Sarsaparilla is for ft.:,
everywhere, aml i,,, ,  ruled by
first-class ilron-,iists.
— Ayer's Sarsaparilla is a medicine,
and not a bevoira.4.• in ilisign:se.
—Ayer's Sarsaparilla never fils
effect a cure, w hen piirs:steutly oised,
according to directions.
— Ayer's Sarsaparilla Isom highly eon.
eentrated extract, and thi-reforo il.,•
most economical Elooil Mtaricine in the
market.
—Ayer's Sarsaparilla has hail a P111.-
cesstul career of nearly half a century,
and was never so popular as at
— Thousands of testimonials .,10
Ole from those benefited by the tiso of •
Ayer's Sarsapa.-.1a.
ruresnee
Dr. J. C. Ajar & Co., Lowea, Mest
Pass ; az haulm, es. Worth $4 a bottle.
Unrecedented Attraction!
OVER 4. MILLION DIsTRIBUTED.
Looismaa Stdt Wm Comp y.
Incorporated by the l,egirolature in 1lt. hor
Ed 1.14111 tonal and Charitable purpooes, and its
franchise made a part of the present State
Constitution, In 1tr:9, by an overwhelming
popular vote.
It. MAMMOTH DRAW! NOS take place
Semi-Annually (Jane ant: I weenotrer,) and
its (IRAN I) SINOLF. N I'M HER DRAW-
INGS take place In each of therother ten
ttttt mho of the year, and are alldrawn In
public. at the Academy of Muslc,New Or-
leans, La.
FAMED FOR TWEN Y YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawings, and
Prompt Payment of Prizes.,
Attested as follows:
"We do hereby certify that we supervise the
arrangements for tilt the hly and Send-
A ton tool 1,114W i KS Of The Louisiana state Lot-
tery COM puts y. and In person! manage and
control the lorawInga themselves, Mal that
the 1.411111. are conducted with homesty, fair-
ness. and in wood faith toward all parties, and
we authorize the Company to use this certifi-
cate, with fac-shoolles of our signatures at-
tached iii its advertisements."
Commissioners.
Vte the undersigned Banks and Bankers
will pay all Prizes drawn Its The laalisiana
State lAdteries which may be presented at
our counters.
R. N. WALBUILZT, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
PIERRE LANAUX, Pres. State Nat'l Bk.
A. BALlowza, Pres. New Orleans Nat'l Bk.
CARL Eons, Brea. Union National Bank.
Grand Monthly Lrawing,
At the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday Nov. lgth, ISS9
CAPITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,0t61 Tickets at $20,• Halves $16: quarters 61:
Tenths $2; Twentieths $1.
LIST OF PRIZES.
I PRIZE OF D110,000 is ..... $31.10.000
1 " of 1(11,000 is. 140,000
1 " of :Atte is ..... . .50,000
1 "ot .5oit Is25,001r
2 PRIZES of IOU/ are  7b,011/
of ktill0 are ..
25 " of 1,000 are.
100 " of 5160 are  
106 " of 21111 are 410
506 " of 2410 are  100
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Prizes of 1500 a re 110 000
100 " of AP are ' um
ISO " of WO are . . . . 000
TERMINAL P
009 Prizes of 114*) are ....................$09,514
55 " of 100 are . 09.100
25,0Uot
50,001
3,134 Prizes amounting to   $1,w14,s00
NOTE—Tiekets drawing Capital Prises are
not entitled to Terminal Prize...
AGENTS WANTED.
--
ggp-- FOR CM'S BaTag, or any further In-
formation desired, write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, county, Street anti Number. More
 
 rapid return mail delivery will be assured by
your enclosing an Envelope bearing your full
address.
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
boo& itorroirok, Short Morook, Tatrorropho, kr
Writ& for Critoloopro ..1•01 fall traforooastoow LOUISVILLE.KY.
J. E. Coorna.
Cooper& Cansler,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
HOPKINsyILLE. - ENTUCK
FisallSejolari43i19
 
DEALERS IN 
Granite and Marble
MONUMENTS.
Virginia Street, Between 8th and 5th, Hopkinsville,
We will duplicate any mosurnenud work put up In Christian county by any forelge
&eater and discount their price from 10 to 36 per cent
N. Tobin & Cb,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING,
Kentukcy.
Special attention given to orders from a distance.
Mr. 15. Tobin, of the firm of N. Tobin & Co., heapst returned from the East where he
sesames • felt and complete line of hoe WOnlene for fell and winter Parties needing
'eolith a that line would do well to call and see their stock pefore porches sig elsewhere
T. R. HANCoeir. 1. It. HALLI'lls. J. T E tow A i..1 . W. I. FRAME
Hancock, Hallums & Co.,
GRACEY TOiRiPaTiSWAREHOUSE
C1a.a.lcs-77-1.11e, Tenn._
prci2I Attention Paid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
a. HACNOCK, Saie;man. W. J. ELY Book--Kp
IMPORTA:iT
Address M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, IA.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN
Woudolnoton, D.C.
By onlintory letter. contalollng Money Order
Issued by all Express compsifie•.e,pe yore
Exchange, Draft or Postal Note.
ADDRESS REGISTERED LETTERS I 'STAIN-
ING CURRENt'Y To
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, La.
"RF.MEMBR. that the pavment of Prizes
is GUARANTEED BY FOI'R NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, and theTickets are
signed by the Pretoldent of an IrustItution,
whose chartered rights are reeognised in the
highest Courts: therefore. bewareof all Imita-
tions or anonymous schemes."
ONE DOLLAR is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ItssUED BY US
In any Drawing. Anything in our name of-
ferret) tor leas than a Dollar Ma swindle.
"rorlolino
The Great Rheumatic Cure.
A pure extract from the yellow pine of the
South. Cures Itheuniatism, Neuralgia,
Toothache, Earache,Sprui lot. swelling. Ring-
worm.. Frostbite., Ttk In Eruptions, all Throat
 
 and chest Affections, etc , and a great relief
to consumptives. If used 111,4 ortlioill to direc-
tions and fails to give satisfactten after a suf-
ficient test is troado, we guarantee to refund
the iooney. Pri.• 50 cents. For male by
Wyly & Burnett. J. E. lialther, if. H. blamer.
Buckner Leavell and R. E. Christian, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
At wholesale by Berry, Demoville & Co..
Nashville, Tenn.
Manufactured only by
r no Chemical C.,
New York and
Charleston, S. C.
FOR MEN ONLY!
APOSMVE Per LOST or TAILING auurslooGeiseral Ina NERVOUS D
CURE tSfSMlow, E.'1'7.*:.°I.'''' 1..1,'d^l'Ymog.
v3.4. • I %ROOD !ally Itraiarra. Iler i• Ralargr mad
atrwralbe• al • % PA. VLAPVIO ItIll.a MO A PANTO of ROOT.
almaluIrly oafalllar Still rtirtIIII-Prordlis la a day.
Idmilf. !rem it !.laira, Trrrli arias. alma Verriata I aralffra.
Ter ram • rite. Ilmam. A.A. full ellaaatl.m. aaa proof. ea/lad
Sr... A",••• 1E11 toltIICAL CO., 5111IALI, lb I,
Drunkenness
Or the Liquor Habit, Positively Cured
ef 41111111T11111111 H. NAIVES' IMAM SPECIfIC.
a eke tie ova Is • ewe et sake or ow Of Is ar-
ticles., Nee. without the knowledge if the pet -
son taking It; it is absolutely harmless and win
effect • permanent and speedy cure, whether
me patient is a moderate drinker or an alcoholic
wreck. ir NEVER FAILS we GUARANTFE
afigketeoc:irreestint:ve:rnYOISIV:te. page h/ ":11
•.'ECIFIC CO..1 ell saes'St.. Cinchona tt•
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEASSE0111. Low Nevus.
four Trip. per Wesk
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Peoria.), , Sash t Poo Ma.ie, and Lk*
Huron W•v P,rtc
livery Weak Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Sporiri 5aa4ay Trira ranee Jely. Aug.. aort Soo.
Double Daily Lino Bari ,...11111
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, SUCH.
Oun ILLUSTIRATIID S'A IMPHLETS
Rotas •nd fl fl,inl n Ti-lre•• vrillarifir-ntarbdb• • our Tick • t. -r • II,' •
E. B. WrilTc..10...3, br • • - • •
Detroit old
PICADOR'S PICKINGS.
Growing Pspalarlty of I lub Roost* ,In
Cities.
Draw ing Party lance Tight
vine.
Special COM1410111.1 'De! oft he NEW ERA.
LOUISVILLE, Oct. 19 —Members of
the University club, which is the
ring and the circus seats, where
everybody can see everybody else
and get a reminiscence of the circus
along with the fair. The cireus is
the biggest paying itirtitution on
earth anti always will be—long after
Italian opera and "expositim:s" have
perished off the face of the globe,
leaving no trace of themselves.
Louisville is attracting much atten-
tion abroad, now, and it is probable
that she is growing faster than any
newest organization of the kind in °Our city of equal size in the country.
the city, are canvassing the projeet Eastern people are investing money
of erecting a handsome club-house,
for a permanent home. The idea of
the Univereity is to combine all the
college-bred men In the city, with a
percentage of members who have not
attended college but who have lit-
erary or artistic tastes and habits.
The main point iu slew is a sort of
literary air that is expected to make
an atmosphere more or less Bohe-
mian. A number of the brightest
spirit' ill town are members, and the
only drawback I have ever heard of
is the ignorance of some of the college
members. The idea is an excellent
one, however, and Indicates how well
the club movement has progressed
when it seeks to define itself by
specialtier. Niue years age, when
the Peudenuis was organized, it was
a purely social and exclusive circle.
Since then it has developed into an
important business institution, to
which nearly all the strong mer-
chants, manufacturers and profess.
sional men belong. Many strangers
are entertained there every day and
the.club has lost the exclusiveness of
its social rules without losing in the
slightest degree its high respectabil-
ity and a certain air of style that Is
cultivated. It is the one place in
Louisville where theater supper
parties are given to ladies and it is
lilt ito an honor to be entertained at
lot lent's-
the Pendennis club. The fact that
business is encouraged and transacted
there has caused othei purely social
clubs to spring intdbeing. Time Ken-
tucky is made up of younger tneu and
is in every respect a prosperous
and promising club. 'So-
ciety affects it and the members are
arranging for a series of receptions,
readings, musicales, etc., which
ladies may atteud. The University,
not caring so much for social consid-
erations as for brains, wants only
bookish and bright men who are fond
of study and discussion and disputa-
tions. There they speculate on the
reform of the Westminster cronfession
and argue the souudneve of Him -
mark's policy concerning the Eu-
ropean balance. They are laying the
foundation of a library, also, and will
encoutage the intellectual develop-
ment of 'society. Among the Jewish
people the Standard club ranks with
the Pendennim and is housed in splen-
did and commodious quarters where
there is a beautiful little theater in
which members appear in perform-
ances. In the Standard there are
family memberships and ladies as
well as gentlemen attend. The Pro-
gress is a club of younger Jewish men
and the Catholics have a successful
organization called the Browuson
club.
**I
There are about ten social and semi-
social clubs in the city which are con-
ducted upon high principles aneitn
which no play is permitted. These
have all been developed practical!)
within ten years. Before that the
clubs were more or less mere gaud,-
liug houses where poker and other
games were carried on. Some of the
clubs in the halcyon days avant la
guerre ruined a large number of
young men nandsontely, by means of
drink, play, politics and other pas-
sions. It is certainly worth noticing
that all the clubs in which gambling
was pertnitted have died out, and no
club whore constitution would allow
play for stakes could now get a dozen
respectable members. These vices
are relegated to professional poker
rooms where men are in charge who
always d!mpetist. a generous remiuder
of time race track and the bar-romn in
their mere presence, and who could
not enter a social club. The old
Kentucky Club, fatuous i•ack in the
forties anti having considerable
strength during the war, had its
downfall in gambling, and its suc-
cessor, the Prentice, which was for a
long time fashionable, distally became
a mere pooser room and was closet!
along with the other rat-holes that
withdrew into themselves when
'gambling was made a felony. The
Pendennis was started meanwhile
with the avowed determination of
not permitting gambling, toetting or
treating of any sort, ahd it became
an instantaneous success. It was or-
ganized by Major J. M. Wright, now
Marshal of tile United States Su-
preme Court, aud ite name and its
intentions were greatly ridiculed for
a few years. But in the end they
triumphed and it is now t!me strong-
est, wealthiest and most dignified
club In the state, if not in the whole
south. Clubs are excellent institu-
tions. One gets a tit st-class lunch at
cost and may take with him visitors
to the city whom it is not always
convenient to take home to lunch.
s'•
There is a movement on foot here
to organize a great state fair to be
held,in Louisville next year as a sub-
stitute for the regulallon fall celebra-
tom. Eight years ago a company of
pu.,lie spirited gentlemen lost $50,000
trying to establish a fair. One (lay
they had nearly a million and a half
dollars' worth of the finest horses in
America in the ring at one time, and
there was a vast crowd of nearly six
hundred peo,de to see the display.
On the same day there were trotting
races to close the program, as usual,
and about $4,000 in purses was hung
up. Sonic of the beet trotters. of the
country were there and pools were
sold. On the free-for-all, in which
$2,500 was offered, the immense sum
of $162 went into the pool box, and
that was bet by suckers presumably
front the neighboring but highly un-
sophisticated state of Indiana.
Nobody in Louisville will go to see
trotting races under any eircunistan-
cee, except, of course, the trotting
horse breeders and a few gentlemen
who keep fast roadsters and like to
see the trotting horse in action. But
there has been a great change in
Louisville since theu. The 'young
fellers," as they delight to call them-
selves, have waked up the "old fel-
lers" by repeatets prodding and it is
possible to get this town aroused and
interested in moniething else than
what is going on ten thousand leagues
away. So perhaps' a state fair, with
a big premium list, can be made suc-
cessful; but to do so there must he a
great amphitheater constructed and
Mitch expenbe provided for. At
present there is a fair ground only in
name. It it. in reality only a fine
trotting track and a grand stand, be-
fore which latter, a hen fairs have
been given, the stock has been lett.
But the crowd could not see itself in
time stand and nothing will make a
fair go but the old time regulation
in real estate here every week and
the value of preperty has steadily ad-
vanced for three years arid is still
moderate. The list of sales every
week grows constantly larger and
POMP of tin. heaviest purcliasem for
many years have been made by New
Yorkers. All over town the streets
are blockaded by pile of building ma-
terial and house agents are howling
for more houses for people who de-
sire to rent. Theme are practical signs
of the new Omen. and Louisville folks
who went away several years ago in
pursuit of vain and elusive booms in
the- Western prairie country, are
dropping in one by one to regard the
new conditions gith undisguised as-
tonishmeut. %lien they left Louis-
ville was like the cit which Zobiede
saw in one of the Arabian Nights
tales, where all the people were
turned to stone in the midst of their
regular ,employments. Louisvillians
Were not exactly turned to stone but
they were pretty wound asleep and it
took a brass band or a fight to create
any excitement on the street. Now
they are making money and are alive
to every opportunity. Trade has in-
creased enormously end the building
up of the New South has made Louis-
ville a sort of Southwestern Chicago.
There is more talk of investment and
improvement here in one month now
than there used to be in two years.
The big tobacco firm of White, Dun-
kerson & Co., of Evansville has con-
eluded to move here and will open a
warehouse in the tobacco district
moon. Tide ends Evansville's long
struggle to pose as a tobacco market,
and it is understood that 'some big
Cincinnati firms are thinking of fol-
lowing the example of the Evansville
house. It is not improbable that in
five years from now, at least three-
fourths of all the American tobacco
a ill be sold here. Half of the whole
western crop was marketed in Louis-
ville this year in spite of the long and
bitter war between the buyers and
warehousemen, which is now happily
settled and done for.
ees
The very last Democratic rascal
has been cleared out of the custom
house here, and their places have
been filled by Republican rascals.
When (hen. Don Carlos Buell walks
the plank, which feat it is expected
he will shortly accomplish under or-
ders from some political Capt. Black.
beard. the whole federal system in
this district will be purified in the
opinion of Republicans. lafeanwkile
the Democrats are drawiug party
lines for all loyal offices and are
promising to make it very warm for
the Republicans who have been feed-
ing at the city crib. And 'serves
'em right. There have been lots of
pretended Republicans holding office
here for years under the. Maim of be-
ing able to influence Republican vo-
ters. This made them important fac-
tors when there were contests be-
tween individual Democrats, and
they were promised appointments for
their influence. These sort of crea-
tures ought to be bounced whenever
found. No honest politician or parti-
san objects to an Open and bitter par-
ty opponent, but there Is something
in common human nature that makes
us all hate a sneak wherever he may
be found. The drawing of party
lines is all right, and will make some
fellows declare themselves and others
recant. Piumem.
MEXICAN MATTERs.
The Mysteriour Bond Robbery Still
Unsolved.
CITY or MIOOtio, via Galveston,
Oct. :..10.—At a late hour last night
Minister of Finance Dublin, speak-
ing of the bond robbery, stated that
everything would be cleared up on
Monday. The tpininter of justice in-
shoed that the bonds had not been
found. The chief of police, Gen Car-
balleda, and the chief of detectives
say the bonds had not left the coun-
try. It is said that the boxes that
contained the bonds weighed 350
pounds and it is a mystery how they
could leave the treasury without dis-
covery. To-day it is semi-officially
stated that the stole', bond books
eaeh conosined bonds of the nominal
value of $600,000, and that the bonds
were neither eigneol, sealed, dated
nor marked with the private mark of
the treasury department.
Re by'slaeter.
A letter from Mr. J. W. Ruby, Un-
ion ('ity, Ind., 'lays: "I have used
"your Clarke's Extract of Flax Pa-
"Pillion) Cough Cure and find it a
"complete cure for deep seated cold.
"It has done more than two of our
"most skillful physiciins. My chit-
"dren had the whooping cough and
"win' the aid of your Cough Cure,
"they had it very light compared
"with neighbor& children who did not
"take it. I believe it to be the beet
"cough cure in the market." So it is.
A large bottle only $1.00.
Clarke's Flax Soap for the Skin.
It leads them all. Price 25 cents.
Cough ('ure and Soap for sale by H.
B. (iarner.
• • - - -
A liiionderfall Jail Delivery.
Two colored fellows escaped from
the Greenville jail under rather ex-
traordinary circumstances, several
(lays since. The Echo says they
were about hall grown, and one of
them, Evans, was in on a charge of
rape, aud the other one, Donahue,
for house breaking. They escaped by
snipping between the sleepers of the
second floor and tearing up the first
floor. They then dug out under the
wall at a point where the same had
sunken, leaving a gap through which
they were enabled to creep, owing to
their small size. Au ordinary sized
man would have been unable to get
through the mecond floor. Their es-
rape was miraculous, as it was in
open (lay.
A Novel Slander Suit.
Mrs. Susan A. itraddy, of Muhlem
berg county, has brought suit against
W. S. Humphrey, of Greenville, for
$10,000, alleged damagem for slander.
The petition states that In a suit in
the quarterly eourt Mrs. Braddy sued
Mr. Humphrey for 0.2.50, which case
she won. Some time afterwards, she
charges that Mr. Humphrey said
that he lost the veer because site
swore lie, whieh assertion he
ham repeated to her Injury and serious
damage.
A NARROW ESCAPE.
Col. W. K. Nelson, of Brooklyn,
came home one evening, feeling a IOC-
cullar tightness in the chest. Before
retiring, he tried to draw a long
breath but found it almost hnposeible.
H'r8- suffered four days from pneumo-
nia, and the doctors gave him up. Dr.
Acker's English remedy for eonsurrip-
lion saved him and he is well t.
Sold by H.- B. Garner, druggists.
LAST DAYS.
The Driving Park Association Clone a
Successful Meeting.
Purses and Premium. Awarded to
Winners in Rings and Katona
The attendance at the Park
Friday was very fair, though hardly
so large as on the preceding days
There was, however, a notable in
crease in the number of ladies. The
program was one of more than usual
interest including two dashes and a
trot of the 2:35 chum.
The weather was a little threaten-
ing but the temperature perfect.
The five-eighths dash for a purse of
$75 of which $15 to second horse,
came on tint with four entries. J. J.
Mallion's b. g., Pete Harlan, New-
man Bros. g. iii., Lilly Lochell, H.
W. Beliews' b. g., Dick Delaney, C.
W. Bowling. s. g., Jim Walker.
Several attempts to start at the up-
per turn were unsuccessful, but
they were finally sent into
time stretch hi a bunch. Lilly swept
ahead, when nearly to the stand
with Pete Harlan close at her heels.
In this position they passed the stand
and the lower turn but the opposite
side Dick McCauly drew up to second
place and at the opposite pole was
pushing Lilly for first place. They
entered the stretch almost together,
both under punishment. They were
neck and neck wheu almost under
the string, and reached house in this
position. Dick Delaney's rider
claimed a foul which was allowed by
the judges and the race awarded to
Delaney. Jim Walker was never In
the race. Time 1:05.
The 2:35 trot for horses
beaten 2:35 prior to Oct.,
not having
1st, was the
next race on the program for the
afternoon. Best 3 in 6, purse $200 of
which $50 to second and $30 to 3rd
horses. The entrees were, P. H.
MeNaney's in., Mollie Mc. Bu-
eneventura Farm's b. s., McCarty,
Thos. Settles b. g., Friendship, New-
man Bros., b. a., Royalty. 'rhos.
Karr's b. g., Lost Boy.
scoRE.
MOIlle Mc 
McCarty 
Friendehip 
Royalty 
Lost Boy   3--4--0-0
Time 2:35,11i, 2:361.„, 2:34, 2:3614.
McCarty was distanced in the first
heat, and sent to the stable. The
betting was very lively between
Friendship and Royalty, and each
heat very closely contested by those
two. Lost boy was lamed in the
second heat and left the race to
Royalty, Mollie Mc and Friendship.
Mollie caught the (lag in the third
heat, and the race was now a struggle
between the remaining pair. The
third and last race of the winning
was the ,34 mile dash for a purse of
$75 of which $15 to second horse.
The entries were SS follows:
J. Vittitoe'e Mary Mac, P. Mc-
Carty's Somerset, C. H. Seller's
Romeo. When they left the quarter
pole, Mary Mac led, with Romeo
second, and Somerset claw beside
him. The places were never
changed, although Romeo was close
beside the mare when they came
under the string. Romeo's jockey
claimed a foul, but the judges after
considerable deliberation refused to
allow it.
Morning Program.
Best harness stallion, 4 years old
and over $10—L. L. Smith, Union-
town, Ky.
Best harness stallion, under 4 years
old $10-8mith & Estes, Uniontown,
Ky.
Best harness ware, 4 years and
over $10—L. L. Buckner, Hopkins-
vine, Ky.
Best harness mare, under 4 years
$10—J. C. Willie, Christian county.
Best harness gelding, 4 years and
over $10-11. S. Wood, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
Best harness gelding, under 4 years
$10—J. ('. Willie, Christian county.
Sweepstakes $15—L. L Smith. Un-
iontown, Ky.
Best pair mares or geldings owned
by same party 05—L. L. Buckner,
Hopkineville, Ky.
The telephone is putting many pen-
nies into the pockets (of Turner.
Saturday's Program.
For once in the history of the
Christian County Driving Park Ae-
sociation the capacity of the grand
stand has been tested.
The country for nines around sent
its delegations in to swell the crowds
Saturday. The trains were full, the
roads leading to the city have been
crowded since early morning, and
the streets have been a compact mass
of humanity through which it was
needless to attempt to pass. The
gorgeous glories of the circus cannot
beat the crowd which assembled in
Hopkinsville and at the parkSaturda)
to witness the closing of the most suc-
cessful meeting yet held by the Asso-
ciation. The best features of the
meeting were reserved for the last
day, in anticipation of this liberal and
hearty support, and that the efforts
on the part of the directory to give
the people an annual week of pleas-
ant recreation is appreciated, ha*
been attested by the many flattering
expressions of approval. Throtfghout
the entire meeting the weather has
been faultlessly favorable.
Five starters came forward to con-
tend for the $100 puree offered by the
association to the winner of the 7„
dash. Romeo, Kensington, Pete Har-
lan, Dick Dulaney and Mary Mac.
They got (drafter ?Lome delay and
took a rapid pace around the course.
Romeo and Dulaney led soon after
the start and came home in the order
named, the race being between the
two. Kensington at the lower turn
fell, breaking his leg and throwing
hie rider over his head. The poor
horse was taken out at once and shot.
The raee was won in 1:361,. Mary
Mac came in a good third.
The program of Saturday afternoon
included the free for all trot for a
;AM purse, and the Frankel handicap
for a purse of equal size. The en-
tries and the score in the former
race were as follows:
Friendship 1-1-1
2--S--2Estell 
Nora G 8--2--3
Friendship was a big favorite in the
pool rociessOsIo_ II st.11ing second.
There 'Were sight (Mein' for the
Frankel handicap, oily two, how-
ever, accepting the weights. . The
race was half mile heat*, best 2 in 8.
Lilly hochlel and Dick Delaney,
were the starters.
Lilly won both heats with awe
going to the front after each start
and finishing without punishment.
Morning Program.
Best roadster stallion, $10, I.. L.
Smith, Uniontown, Ky.
Best roadster mare, $10, It. H. Hol-
land, Christian county.
Best roadster Gelding, $10, L. L.
•
Buckner, Hopkineville, Ky.
Sweepstakes, $15, J. W. Thomas.
Best combined stallion, $10, L. L.
Buckner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
B at combined mare, $10, M. F.
Winfree, Christian county.
Combined sweepstakes, $15, I.. L.
Buckner4Hopkineville Ky.
Fair Notes.
The failure on the part of the man-
agement to furnish official programs
to the audience occasions no little
confusion and inconvenience.
The morning features of this meet-
ing have been by far the most sue-
cestful sines the organization of the
association. The farmers are becom-
ing interested, in this part of the
meeting.
The Clarl:,\ • I'e Tobacco Leaf re-
ceived a serenade from the band at
the Park Thursday. During an in
terval between the races Mr. Turner
connected the wires from the grounds
with Clarksville and sent the sweet
strains of a familiar air trembling
through the long miles over the hills
and rivers which divide the sister
cities and into the sanctum of an es-
teemed contemporary. The sere-
nade was acknowledged by the Leaf.
The Dance
The dance given at the armory Fri-
day. in honor of the numerous visi-
tors was the social feature of the fall
meeting. At the conclusion of the
performance at the opera house the
superb orchestra supporting the Hol-
man company adjourned to the
armory where they found everything
in readiness for carrying out the de-
lightful program which had been ar-
ranged. The dimensions of the hall
are rather narrow but the floor is per-
fectly smooth and admirably adapted
to terpsichorean exercise. At
eleven o'clock the dancing began to
the most delightful music ever lis-
tened to in Hopkinsville, and con-
tinued through the night and far into
the morning. The affair was a credit
in every sense to the young men
who arranged it upon such short
notice. The costumes of the ladies
were exceedingly stylish and the
girls themselves in keeping with the
style and elegance of their dresses,
as may be seen from the appended
list:
Miss Sallie Green, Louisville, white
silk toulle overdress.
Miss Faulkner, Virginia, blue silk
and mull.
Mies Fanny
green plush.
Miss Twigs, New Harmony, Ind.,
pink satin, blue Nun's veiling.
Miss Grace Barr, Bowling Green,
embroidered swiss.
Miss Lallie Wooldridge, black
Josephine.
Mies Kate Wooldridge, white Jose-
phine.
Miss Kate Gwathney, gray India
silk.
Miss Mary Barbour, white silk.
Miss Julia Venable, cream colored
silk.
Miss Lizzie Withers, white cassi-
mere.
Miss Lula Winfree, black lace,
crimson velvet bodice.
Miss Mary Radford, Brussles net,
black velvet bodice.
Miss Lizzie Mercer, blue mull.
Miss Edith Boulware, black silk,
red bodice.
Miss Bettie Boulware, albatross.
Miss Mary Clark, pink silk.
Miss Mal Fuqua, white cassimere,
black velvet bodice.
Miss Freckle Campbell, white
silk.
Miss Susie Tandy, white mull.
Miss Delia Fuqua, cream lace.
Garnett, Pembroke,
TARIFF REFORM.
Mr. Mills, of Texas, Thinks the Old
Fight Will Come Again in lor2.
NEW YoRK, Oct. 20.—Congressman
Roger Q. Mills, of Texas, the famous
author of the "Mills Bill" and the
Chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee of the last Congress, ar-
rived at the St. James' Hotel on
Thursday evening. Mr. Mills came
here for a couple of days' recreation
and to pay his respects to ex-Presi-
dent Cleveland. He called on him
yesterday.
"1 have never completely recovered
from the hard work of the last cam-
paign," said Mr. Mills. "I have been
over to Philadelphia, where I ad-
dressed the convention of Democratic
societies of Pennsylvania on Wednes-
day night. I spoke for an hour on
the tariff question, and I fear I over-
taxed my strength."
"There is no doubt but that the
Democratic party is in a better condi-
tion to-day than it was a year ago.
The question of tariff reform is be-
coming more popular as the people
are being educated on the subject.
The cry for raw material by the New
England manufacturers is something
that was not expected a year ago.
The Republicans will not reduce the
tariff, r that relief from unnecessary
taxation can only be secured from
our party."
"Theis you think we will have the
same fight over again in 1892?"
"Yes, the tariff will remain an is-
sue, and I think we will also have the
same caudidetes. It will be either
Harrison or Alger.
"Cleveland is much stronger with
the people than ever before, and his
strength is growing. If the National
Democratic Convention was to meet
next week he would be nominated by
seelarnation. Of course Gov. Hill
may be the candidate. If he can car-
ry New York he can be elected, for
he can carry every other state that
any other Democrat could.
Death of Marion Wood.
• owt.nolooru Inquirer.
The hand of affliction is again laid
heavily upon Mr. James It. Wood,
until two weeks ago a citizen of
Owensboro. Ills oldest child, Marion,
a bright and winsome little creature
whom everybody loved that knew
her, died at 2 o'clock yesterday morn-
ing at Hopkinsville, of membranous
croup. Marion was seven years old,
and no little maiden ever had more
friends. Her parents were devoted
to her, especially since the death,
not so many months ago, of their
youngest child, a son. They have
now only one child left, a daughter
younger than Marion. Mr. and Mn,,
Wood removed to Hopkinirville
about two weeks ago, having lived
Lucre for four years.
Death of [Attie Marion Wood.
Owensboro Measminger.
Marion, the seven-year-oid daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Jas. R. Wood,
who recently removed from this city
to Hopkinsville, died Wednesday
morning of membranous croup after
a very brief illness. This is the third
child Mr. and Mrs. Wood have lost
within two years. They have the
tenderest sympathies of their friends
in Owensboro in their deep affliction.
Sio:TTLED AT LAST,
Tanner's Yerre111101r Appointed,
Special to the N,,w k ra.
CINCINNATI, 0., Oct. 19.—The
President, this morning, appointed
Green B. Ileum, of Illinois, Com
missioner of Pension.
TO BE PAID AT ONCE.
The Distribution of the Relief Moasy
at Johnstown to Be Made
Very Soon,
JOHNSTOWN, PA., Oct. 33.—ereCires
tary Kremer, in his reply to the fi-
nance committee conoerning the de-
lay in the distribution, says:
"There are no impedimenta to the
Immediate and final distribution of
the relief money. It le not oompetent
for me to say that the money will be
paid in accordance with the awards
ot the committee of inquiry. The re-
sult of their work will be submitted
in a few days to the commission, and
on their instructions the money will
be paid. If the work of the commit-
tee on Inquiry be approved, payment
will commence at once; if their
awards be changed, it will yet begin
at once, as the change will be in
amounts only."
A meeting of the commission will
be held in Philadelphia on Tuesday,
when it is supposed that final conclu-
sions will be reached. Secretary
Kremer said to-day without doubt
they would begin paying out the
money on Wednesday.
About one thousand dollars more
was subscribed by the busiaties men
of the town to-day to be used in the
work of searching for the remains of
the deod.
The Cambria County Medical So-
ciety passed a resolution compliment-
ing Miss Clara Barton on her work
here, and stating that her efforts
largely aided in keeping the people
in cheerful spirits, and in that way
exercised a very beneficial influence
upon their health.
Lafayette Ileum
LAP•YETTE, KY., Oct. 19, 1989.—
We had quite a fire here this morn-
ing. The fire alarm was given about
2:90 o'clock when it was found that
Bogard & Hall's drug store was on
tire. The building belonging tc Thee.
Terry loss at least $2,000, no insur-
ance. A part of the drugs were
saved but Bogard & Hall's loss is es-
timated at from $1,500 to $2,000. No
insurance. The people worked faith-
fully to save the stock and when
they could do no further good there
they kept Joe Beasley's house Dr.
P. C. Wootton's and Thomas Ter-
ry's wet and thus prevented the
spread of the fire. The colored folks
deserves special praise for their
faithful work. Cause of the fire un-
known. Caught in a part in which
no fire had been. Either the work
of an incendiary or carelessness.
ER08.
An Arkansas Doctor Killed.
LIMA Itocg., Aim., Oct. 20.—A
special from War Eagle says: Dr. J.
0. Chilton, a leading physician of
northwestern Arkansas, was killed
yesterday by J. P. Strangfleid, a
wealthy merchant. Chilton had been
drinking and making threats against
Stringfield, who,being apprised of the
fact, left home for a day or two to
avoid him, but on returning was told.
that Chiltou was more violent in his
threats than ever, and to look out for
him. Stringfield went to his store
and discovered Chilton stealthily ap-
proaching, under cover of some trees
and stumps near by, with his hand
at his hip pocket. Stringfield seized
a double-barrelled shot gun and
emptied both barrels into Chilton's
body. Stringfield gave himself up.
Will be Removed to Evansville.
EVANSVILLE, Ix I.., Oct., a).—The
prospect of the removal of the l'am-
berland Presbyterian Publishing
House from Nashville, Tenn., to this
city is now almost assured. It will
be an important institution not only
for Evansville, but for the entire
state. The Business Men's Associ-
ation a short time ago received a
proposition that for a subscription of
$40,000 the publishing house would
be removed in this city. A com-
mittee was appointed, and have
secured a greater portion of the
amount, and there is no doubt that
the entire subscription will be se-
cured within the next few weeks.
The Hopkinsville Fair. ,
Mr. Jas. Parrish returned from the
llopkinsvine fair this morning, and
reports a very fine time. He &aye
that he saw some very good races,
and that everything passed off well.
He says that in a running race yes-
terday evening it took five heats to
decide the winner, the horses being
so well matched. Some dissatisfac-
tion, however, was had, caused from
foul riding in this race.
Mr. Parrish is very well pleased
with the manner the fair was man-
aged.
Hopkinsville will soon be up with
Clarksville in the way of improve-
ments if she keeps on moving.—
Clarksville Chronicle.
Mr. Harrison to Col. Coagland.
WASIIINOTON, Oct. 21.—The pres-
ident has written& letter to the chair-
man of the Boys and Girls National
Home and Employment Association,
In which he says: "I have read with
great intereet the address presented
to me this morning by the committee
of the Boys and Girls Home and Em-
ployment Associatio3, now in session
in this city. They should have the
intelligent support of the national
congress and the state legislatures in
the appropriate shhere of etch. What
is done to promote patriotism and
good citizenship in the neglected
damsel), must be done before the
habits of vice and pauperism have
become settled."
city Court News.
Mack New was fined $5.00 and cost
before the city court this morning
for drunkenness.
Bob McGaughey, breach of peace
$10.00 and cost.
Frank Steger, drunkenness $5.00
and cost.
Jo Hopson, $10.00 and cost for
breach of peace.
A. B. McCrse, drunkenness $5.00
and coat.
Ben McReynolds, drunkenness
$5.00 and cost.
Negro Rapist Lynched.
MEMPHIS, TENN., Oct. 130.—A mob
of negroes hanged a colored rapist
last night at Lake Cormorant, Miss.,
twenty-five miles south of Memphis.
His crime was ravishing a colored
girl of tender years. He confessed to
his colored captors who strung him
up to a pile-driver near a railway
trestle. No further particulars can
be obtained.
MAI w sick w• ore lear Co sterile
Wires elm vo. • (.1.'14, olio erred for Comoros.
Wltos am became Mums, oho slang to Coulter*
Wage ohs had Chliolava, • glove Um= GAM%
The King of Portugal, who had been
Iii for some time, died Saturday
morning.
Several days ago a misunderstand-
ing arose between D. L. Johnson and
Frank McCarron, over a personal
matter which resulted in Johnson
ordering McCarron from his °Moe.
Since that time the parties have not
exchanged words as they passed by.
Saturday mowing while Mr. John-
Son was standi,ng on the street in
front of the Planters Bank, engaged
in conversation with a client, McCar-
ron came up from the rear and struck
him a terrible blow across the head
with a heavy hickory cane which he
carried in his hand. Johnson was
stunned by the forest of the blow and
fell forward into the armsof the gen-
tleman with whom he had been con-
versing. McCarron followed up the
attack with a blow from his fist. At
this moment friends interfered and
prevented a continuation of the un-
warranted and unmanly attack.
McCarroll was taken Into custody by
esquire Tinaleyi who released him
upon a bond of $100 for his appear-
ance Saturday.
Just before noon Saturday James
Torsan, a colored man of no very
savory reputation, entered the Bank
of Hopkinsville in an intoxicated
state, and engaged Mr. Campbell,
the president, in conversation. He
became exceedingly insolent and in-
sulting and Mr. Campbell put him
out of the building. He had hardly
reached the street before be turned
with a dangerous looking gun in his
hand, and stared back in a threaten-
ing manner. Just as he crossed the
threshold, Mn. John Campbell, one
of the hank's book-keepers, seized
him and took the weapon from him.
He was then turned over to the
authorities, who locked him up for
safe keeping.
J. W. Lakeland, the "hieronymns"
man, who erected his machine on the
Driving Park grounds and proceeded
at once to violate the stipulations
under which he purchased the
privileges, was held under a bond
of $0 for his appearance
Friday before 'Squire Tinsley.
He failed to put in his appearance at
the appointed time and the amount
was declared forfeited and turned
over to ('. M. Brown trustee of the
jury fund.
Misfortune always lends a peculiar
fascination and invests with a
strange interest it.. victims. Tine
man who has achieved an honorable
fame and a noble distinction is a
source of less interest to the vulgar
mind than the man "in durance
vile. In proof of this assertion we
cite the fact that there were nearly
two hundred visitors at the county
jail Saturday, drawn thither solely
through a morbid curiosity ta see the
prisoners.
The Green v ne Echo says : Messrs.
Forbes Bros., had a man here several
days last week at work on the roof
of the Baptist church. Some of the
timbers had sprung. The contractors
were informed of the fact and at
once notified the committee to have
no uneasiness about the matter as
diey would make that roof all right if
they had to rebuild the entire church.
• 
Walter Mathews, the promising
young Kentucky actor, who played
here last season, and so pleased the
people, is again filling engagements
this season in this and adjoining
states. The Paducah papers speak
in terms of highest praise of him, and
it is to be hoped he will again honor
Hopkinsville by appearing before
her people.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf: The
leaf is indebted to Miss Laura Shrodt,
of the Telephone Exchange, for a
chance to listen to a serenade by
gehmIdz'sAllivantiville band by tele-
phone yelinerday afternoon. The
playing was done at the _q6unds of
the Driving Park Association, two
miles from Hopkinsviltg
A 8craP of Paper Saves Her Life.
It was just an Ai:ordinary scrap o
wrapping paper, but it saved her life.
She was in the last stages of con-
sumption, told by physicians that
she was incurable and could live only
a short time; she weighed less than
seventy pounds. On a piece of wrap-
ping paper she read of Dr. King's
New Discovery, and got a sample
bottle; it helped her, she bought a
large bottle, it helped her more,
bought another and grew better fast,
continued its use and is now strong,
healthy, rosy, plump, weighing 140
pounds. For fuller particulars send
stamp to W. H. Cole, Druggist, Fort
Smith. Trial bottle of this wonder-
ful discovery free, at H. B. Garner's
Pharmacy.
Arrested for Petit Larceny •
Prince Williams, a colored man,
giving Clarksville as his home, was
arrested this morning by Chief
Campbell, on the charge of stealing
a pair of pants from Pye, Dicken &
Wall. He was caught in the act,
and lodged in jail, where he will re-
main until Monday, when he will be
tried.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
THE BEST SA IA E in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tatter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns, and al
Skin Eruptions, and positively cure
Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfac
(ion, money refunded. Pricy 25 cent
per box. For sale by H. B. Garner
Attachments were issued Saturday
night against R. M. Arnold, the pro-
prietor of the Paris Mutual Machines
to satisfy the claim of the Driving
Park association for the privileges
purchased by - Arnold. The matter
was finally adjousted in a satisfactory.
manner.
LEAVENING POWER
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ClittisTtas county is in as good, if
not the best, condition financially of
any county in Kentucky. The bonds
now outstanding aggregate a compar-
atively insignificant amount and the
holders will not surrender them al-
though the county is willing and
anxious to call them in.
This is a source of gratification to
every man who knows the value to a
couisty of being recognised as solvent.
But this is not all. There is now on
hand to the credit of the county the
sum of $13,000, a net surplus amount-
ing to that sum and for which there
exists no immediate use.
The question, What are we going
to do with this surplus? naturally
arises. The proposition that it go
into the sinking fund, thus obviating
the necessity for a levy for that pur-
pose, we believe was adopted. This
is an excellent plan, but the fact that
the county lain the flourishing con-
dition evidenced by a surplus It hich
could be dedicated to such a aurpoee,
suggests very forcibly that the time
has arrived when some steps could
be safely and wisely taken which
will result in the material upbuilding
and development of the enenty as a
whole, in other words staking such
internal improvements as will result
in the greatest good to the greatest
number of our people.
The NEW ERA has always advo-
cated the improvement of our county
road system, believing that easy ac-
cess to home markets at all times and
in all seasons by good roads, is fully
as important as access to foreign
markets by means of railroads.
A neighboring county, a few weeks
ago, was considering the question of
buying up the turnpikes therein and
throwing open all the gates, keeping
them up thereafter at the county's
expense.
We believe at this juncture it would
be a wise step for Christian county to
do just this thing, and not only to
purchase the pikes now in existance
but to add to and extend them in all
directions. It would cost money to
do this and the return might not be
immediate, but it would come in
time and in a thousandfold in the in-
crease on land values alone, which
would inevitably result from an ex-
cellent road system, good at all sea-
sons of the year and enabling the
people to deliver and market their
produce at their pleasure and doing
away with the alternative to which
they are now reduced, of hall killing
their stock or waiting for the roads to
dry off.
Christian ecunty is the richest ag-
riculturally, in the state but agricul-
tural products are bulky and heavy
thus rupking delivery expensive and
troublesome; this trouble and ex-
pense is greatly enhanced by the
usual state of the roads at the time
they are to be delivered,for this very,
reason our need for good roads is far
greater than that of counties whose
principle production is stock or light
and easily handled commodities.
The NEW ERA desires to call the
attention of the thoughtful and intel-
ligent people of our county to this
question, because of its belief that
the subject is one of vital interest,
one which concerns town and coun-
try alike and will be equally bene-
ficial to. both should the step. pto-
poeed be taken.
In speaking of the campaign in
Ohio the New York World says:
"The campaign in Ohio is being
pushed with vigor, and Mr. Camp-
bell's supporter* certainly have oc-
casion to be encouraged. The charges
of official corruption brought against
Mr. Campell for alleged connection
with the patent ballot-box business,
although they made no impression
on those who knew the honorable
character and untarnished record of
the Democratic candidate, had yet
their effect on the people at large.
They were advanced by a reputable
newspaper, the Commercial
-Gazette,
and Gov. Foraker boldly avowed in
his speeches that he had seen and
examined the evidence by which
they were supported, including the
pretended signature of Mr. Camp-
bell, and vouched for their genuine-
ness and sufficiency. The idea that a
man of Mr. Campbell's well-earned
reputation for probity would intro-
duce in the house a bill authorizing
the government purchase of 65,000
patent ballot-boxes and then sub-
scribe to the company holding the
patent could hardly have been enter-
tained by a man entitled to a clean bill
of mental health. Now that the evi-
dence put forward by Mr. Campbell's
enemies is confessed to have been
false and the signature a forgery, the
effect of the exposed villainy is not
only to raise Campbell in the estima-
tion of the people but to excite indig-
nation and contempt against Fora-
ker. It is known that the coatempt-
able fraud would not have been at-
tempted if Foraker's friends had not
felt that success was doubtful and
that some extraordinary effort, even
forgery and false testimony, was
needed to improve the chances.
Hence the exposure of the conspiracy
at this period of the campaign great-
ly encouraged the Democrats. If
Foraker's prospects were poor before
this fraud on the voters was attempt-
ed, people say, they must certainly
be much poorer now that the fraud is
exposed and has failed. Aesidea
while Mr. Haistead'r hysterical im-
pulsiveness made it easy for the con-
spirators to deceive him, he honora-
bly exposed the forgery and fraud as
soon as he became fully satisfied of
the deception. The people have a
strong suspicion that Foraker, on the
other band, would have stuck to the
'story after he knew it to be false, but
for Halstead's confession."
THIRTEEN murderers and forty
suicides was Cincinnati's record for
the nine months ending Oct. 1st, be-
side this, thirty-four died in the same
time from railroad accidents, forty-
four from other accident causes, and
twenty-eight boys were drowned.
Cincinnati is a good town to be born
in, provided you go west while you
are young, and the sooner you start
the better.
IT is asserted in Washington social
circles that the relations between
Mrs. Harrison and Mrs. Blaine were
*trainee. We hope there were no flies
found, or that the presence of the
pestiferous Insect was not what
spade straining necessary.
Pit lEss coMMENTs.
Courier-Journal: A protection
organ pronounces it ridiculous to try
to elevate free trade into a great
moral principle. In other words, it
is not pertinent to object to a system
as immoral because it takes the earn-
ings of one man engaged in a profi-
table business and gives them to an-
other to enable him to succeed in a
business which, without this aid,
would be unprofitable. It is not sur-
prising that the beneficiaries of such
a system should be reluctant to con-
template the moral aspects of the
question. There is a precedent for
such reluctance, old, but altogether
SI 00S.
"Sanitio," said a colored gentle-
man up a tree, one dark night, to
another upon the ground, "do you
think it is right for us to take these
chickens?"
"Well, Cuffee, that is a great moral
question which we've no time to
'scum now. Hand down another
pullet."
Pittsburgh Post: "Tammany
seems to have made a great hit by the
local ticket it has nominated in New
York city. The Tribune indorses the
ticket as respectable, and out of
Tammany. The Times, which has
been an irreconcilable opponent of
Tammany, praises each of the nomi-
nees in turn, *eying: 'Tammany is
fortunate in its leadership anti man-
agement. Mr. Croker is probaoly
the equal of the late John Kelly in
organizing skill, and he handles men
• great deal better. He has Mr.
Kelly's wisdom without his obsti-
nacy; he knows how to be firm and
to exact obedience from his follow-
ing, but he chooses wisely the occa-
sions for displaying his firmness and
subjecting the wigwam to his dom-
inating will.' It is queer, but Tam-
many is now recognized as favoring
Mr. Cleveland rather than Mr. Hill.
Croker seems to be the personifica-
tion of political genius."
s`•
Clarksville Progress: It strikes us
that the press of the country is wast-
ing considerable time and space in
the dessertations d lily to be seen up-
on the negro trouble. Lengthy edito-
rials are written, explaining the sit-
uation, prophesying the result and
adducing conclusions from premises
false and altogether wrong, and then
staring the country in the face and
urge that something be done imme-
diately. Every boil if it be trouble-
some, comes to a head, where it can
be easily cured. Sticking pins in it
before that time can only increase
its pain and preveat its speedy heal.
lug. Every bad state of affairs is
made worse by the c-ontiuued remin-
der that it is a bad state of affairs,
when if the matter would be cast
aside, something more pleasant be
temporarily injected, the bad state of
affairs will be much better. Let the
negro question alone and if there be
anything in it, it will manifest itself.
By continual talking of the matter,
asking what must be done and ad-
ducing remedies without a disease,
will do more to bring it on than any-
thing else. The boil on the body po-
litic is not at present ripe, it does not
and can't be healed, so wherefore be
troubled about it. Wait till the sting
comes before you try to kill its
force and then at the opportune
time, the blow will be effective. If
the negro question be anything, in
time it will work its own course and
if it be not anything, it is very foolish
to make something out of nothing.
ft*.
New York Evening Post: "By ap-
pointing Carroll E Smith, editor of
the Syracuse Journal, postmaster of
Syracuse, President Harrison has in-
creased the number of New York
editors whom he has subsidized with
important public office to six, and
the journals which have been muz-
zled thereby are the New York Tri-
bune, the New York Press, the Utica
Herald, the Buffalo Commercial Ad-
vertiser, the Oswego Times and the
Syracuse Journal. The only mem-
ber of this het that has objected to
the charge of being muzzled is the
Buffalo Commercial Advertiser,
which declared with much indigna-
tion that the assertion that its con-
duct as a newspaper had been affected
by the appointment of its managing
editor as collector of the port was
'ridiculous and insulting.' Yet we
notice that this very paper is effus-
ively warm in approving Mr. Smith's
appointment, saying that it is 'one
of the very best that the administra-
tion has made in the state of New
York,' and giving this reason for
thinking so: 'Mr. Smith has ren-
dered long, faithful service as a hard
worker in the Republican ranks, and
as the editor of one of the most in-
fluential journals in the service of the
party. He has always been ready to
do the bidding of the Republican par-
ty, and has done so promptly, cour-
ageously, efficiently and unselfishly.'
Could an editor who was muzzled by
office write a more servile defence
than that of a purely partisan ap-
pointment, after a purely partisan
removal, by a president who had
solemnly pledged himself to consider
'fitness and not party service' in
making appointments, and to make
no removals save 'in the interest of
the public service?' "
Ton Baltimore Sun says that it is
understood that Gov. E. W. Wilson
will be a candidate for the Democrat-
ic nomination for congress in the
Third district of West Virginia next
year. The governor has recently
made a careful examination and
analysis of the votes polled in recent
years in the district, and feels satis-
fied that on a full and fair vote it is
Democratic by from 11)00 to 2,000 rna-
-jority. He says the party lost votes
on the tariff last year because the
question was not properly presented
to the people in what may be called
the back districts, and they voted in
ignorance of the real point at issue.
He argues that in a campaign of edu-
cation on this question, the work
must done in the school houses,
where the voters can be reached.
The jawbones of asses are formid-
able weapons. Samson we are told
played h—avoc with the Philistine
hosts some years ago and Tanner is
playing the same sort of game with
the Harrison administration. Down
with the jawbones of asses.
IF Corporal Tanner will get Private
Dalzell to mount with him upon a
superannuated Jack-ass and then the
two ride off together and never re-
turn, the whole county will unani-
mously vote a pension to the paying
of that jack-ass.
State of Ohio, City of Toledod
Lucas County, S. S. )
Frank J. Cheaney makes oath that
he is the senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the city of Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case
of CATARRH that cannot be cured by
the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this eth day of De-
cember, A. D. '86.
A. W. GLEASON,
5.11IVAL Notary Pubic.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly on the blood
and mucus surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials, free. F. J.
CHENY & CO., Toledo, 0.
3old by Druggists, The.
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DIPHTHERIA
Sanitarily Considered. 
•
The following paper was read by
Dr. W. Williams, of Church Hill,
before the Christian County Medical
Society at a recent meeting and rec-
ommended for publication by the
County Board of Health:
Mr. President and gentlemen of the
Christiau County Medical Society:
In presenting a paper upon this
subject, it is with no thought of en-
tering into the therapeutics of the
disease; for that has recently been
discussed very ably by several gen-
tlemen of the society. My object is
to consider briefly diphtheria from
a sanitary standpoint, thereby more
fully impressing upon the minds of
physicians as well as laymen, the
importance of preventative meas-
ures. It is as you are aware, a dis-
ease largely influenced, if not propa-
gated by unsanitary surroundings.
I do not mean to say that all who
have diphtheria are indifferent to
sanitary laws, which are so conducive
to health, but I am sure that you
will bare me out in the statement,
that it is much more previlant
among the poor, or badly housed,
from these sources communicated to
others who are so unfortunate as to
live or be brought into proximity of
the infected. I feel assured of the
faut that if your very efficient board
of health, backed by your county
judge and board of councilmen,
would take the matter promptly in
hand, much good could be done by
way of localizing or preventing a
dissemivation of this domestic pes-
tilence throughout the city, as well
as many of the rural localities.
Diphtheria is not in the least in-
fluenced by seasons. There should
be no le pe of its being stamped out
or suppressed by the process of
freezing, which so effectually gives a
respite from malaria, and sickness
incident thereto. No, it goes on in
its work of destruct!on, like a thief
in the night, stealing upon us when
we least expect it, robbing homes of
their little ones, of those who look to
you as their guardians of health, for
suggestions that would probably af-
ford them immunity front the dis-
ease.
Diphtheria is always a grave and
often fatal disease, but not so fatal
as most non-medical persons imag-
ine. Under the present and most
approved anticeptic anti hygenie
plan of treatment, a majority of
cases recover. The laryngeal form
the disease is extremely fatal. The
Lt xt most fatal form is the nasal
type; that is the !muses becomes
first involved and the trouble trav-
eling upward, the porterior nares,
giving rise to the type known as
nasal diphtheria. Many of these
cases get well, but from the exten-
sive absorbing surface involved, the
physican will be extremely fortu-
nate who does not lose many of his
cases. The fauceal type of the dis-
ease are the cases which are gen-
erally amendable to treatment, and
recover in a few days, though the
fences' form a the disease may be
much influenced by the prevailing
epdensic or epidemic influences.
Some types of fauceal diphtheria may
take on a very severe and dangerous
form, more especially among the poor
the disease presenting all the grave
symptoms, so characteristic of severe
diptheria. On inspecting the throat
you will find an ashen membrane
hanging in shreds, bleeding upon the
slightest touch and emiting a horibly
feted odor, the patient lying semi-
cometose which the physician too
readily recognizes and interprets; it
is the sleep of profound diphthoretic
toxemia.
Now sir, I suggest that means be
adopted and put into force, that will
mitigate if not cheek the spread of a
scourge so destructive in its nature.
Al[ow no visiting of the sick only by
those interested; promiscuous visi-
ting is extremely hazardous as diph-
theria is coutageous as well as infec-
tious. Allow no one in the room but
the nurses; more especially exclude
the young. Allow no one to use a
vessel such as glasses, cups, &c., that
have been used by the patient. Isola-
tion is of vital importance. When the
nature of the disease is ascertained,
send the other children from home;
if this is not practicable, have them
accupy an upper room, in that way
many cases would be pnvented. All
articles of apparel, as well as bedding
should be boiled in a solution of sul-
phate of zinc. Feather beds, spring
and other mattresses, should be burn-
ed, articles that cauuot be subjected
to the process of boiling, and are too
valuable to be burned, should be as
Prof. Jocoby, of New York suggests,
placed in the infected room or rooms
and subjected to sulphur fumigation
of about one pound to the room, with
the doors and windows tightly closed
for twenty-four hours, after which
the room should be thoroughly aired.
Carpets, as he suggests, can be disin-
fected as they lie on the floor. Every
housekeeper should feel it incurubant
upon himself to put his place in
the very best condition; inspecting
minutely his water supply and milk,
both of which are potent for evil
when not absolutely pure. All garb-
age should be carted away, or what
is better, burned; use slaked lime
freely about your premises, it de-
odorizes and disinfects, and is un-
questionably antagonistic to the
Micro-organisms of disease. Let
teachers and trustees of each school
district, constitute themselves a
board of health. Any scholar with
the slightest throat trouble should be
suspended until it is ascertained that
the trouble is benign in its character,
for one child with a slight diphtheria
might communicate the trouble to
others, in a very malignant- form;
thereby entailing an intruense des-
struction upon a community. All
burials should be strictly private. If
this briefly prepared paper, should
be the means of throwing out a hint,
that would afford exemption of a sin-
gle case, I should feel abundantly
happy in having brought the sugges-
tion before you.
A Modest, Sensitive Woman
often oh rinks front consulting a phy-
sician about functional derangement,
and prefers to sutler in silence. This
may be a mistaken feeling, but it is
one which Is largely prevalent. To
all such women we would say that
one of the most skillful physicians of
the day, who has had a vast experi-
ence in curing diseases peculiar to
women, has prepared a remedy which
is of inestimable aid to them. We
refer to lir. Pierce's Favorite Pre-
scription. This Is the only remedy
for woman's peculiar weaknesses and
ailments, sold by druggists, under a
positive guarantee from the manu-
facturers, that it will give satisfaction
in every case or money refunded.
See guarantee printed on bottle
wrapper.
The following patents have been
granted to Kentuckiaus: J. S.
Brown, Bremen, wagon brake; J.
McMurty, Lexington, brick wall;
W. R. Scott, Danville, water puri-
fier; W. T. Summers, Louisville,
horse collar; K. Taylor, Frankfort,
whisky tester; Chas. H. Wilson, Pa-
ducah, steam boiler furnace.
A celebrated artist in town has just
finished a new sign, it reads: 1:44)
Laxador, the golden reeeedy for all
liver diseases. Price okk, 2.5 cents.
An Infallible sign of physical de-
cay is sleeplessness; if thls Is danger-
ous in an adult, it is deadly in early
childhood. Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup
will always assist in comforting the
baby. Price 25 ete.
11%11.110AI' 'WRECK.,
A Number of Kentuckians Seriously
litJorkl-Wonderful Escope
Ora Child.
Lotlsvintas, Oct. 22.—The Bowling
lireeu accomenot.ation due here at
10:30, had its rear coach demolished
at Nolin, Ky., fifty miles south of
here by the fast mail from the south.
The injured are: Rev. J. M. Bruce,
Glasgow, Ky., arm sprained and
spine injured; Vandyke Heiser, Mil-
'erste,. o, Ky., seriously injured in-
ternally ; J. M. Wheeler, Worthing-
ton, Ky., arm fractured, scalp
wounded, side hurt; Mrs. E. T. Jef-
freys, Horse Cave, Ky., face and head
badly hurt, knee injured; Wm. C.
Howe, Elizabethtown, Ky., right leg
injured, also sustained:injuries about
the bead; Eli Ogle, of Louisville,
right knee injured; three children,
names unknown, slightly burned by
overturning of stove; Charles King,
fireman of train No. 4, arm injured
and hip hurt, also injured about head;
Mrs. W. F. Rogers, Horse Cave, Ky.,
shoulder dislocated.
A marvellous fact, In connection
with the accident, was that there
was an infant In the ladies' coach
that rolled upon tie track when the
bottom of the coach was knocked out.
It was, of course, thought that the
baby Was killed, but when ths engine
was brought to a standstill and those
who were uninjured began to look
after the wounded, the little child
was found sitting under the locomo-
tive, between the big driving wheels,
unhurt and as happy as a lord.
A private telegram from Mr. E. B.
Long received at noon to-day is to the
effect that no Hopkinaville people
were hurt.
—so- -se-
n Official Message from New Orleans
States that Ticket No. 8,174 drew the
First Capital Prize of $300,000 in the
23.241 Grand drawing of Sept. 10th,
Ishii, in Louisiana State Lottery.
It was sold in fractional parts of
twentiethe at $1.00 each sent to M. A.
Dauphin, New Orleans, La. One
went to the City National Bank of
Denver, Col.; one to First National
Bunk, Denver, Col.; one to l'reston
National Bank, Detroit, Mich.; one
to C. Gould, Steelton, Pa.; one to P.
A. Deekler, 631 Ninth Ave., New
York City; one to City National
Bank, Dallas, Tex.; one to Nat'l Ex-
change Bank, Dallas, Tex.; one to J.
L. Ponciare and Philip Lacoste, Bay
lirostete, La.; one paid Whitney
National Bank, New Orleans, La.,
for a party in Baton Rouge, La.; one
to National City Bank, Marshall,
Mich.; etc., etc. Ticket No. 39,526
drew the Second Capital Prize of
$100,000, also sold in fractional twen-
tieths at $100 each: two went to two
Correspondents through Wells Fargo
dr Co.'s Bank, San k raucisco, Cal.;
one to U. \V. Austin, 117 Law Ex-
change, Buffalo, N. Y.; one to D. W.
Clevelaisd, Ohio; one to
Dr. A. \V. Tancol, Washington, I).
C.; one to Messrs. J. F. Gossett &
Co., So. Carrollton, Ky.; one to A.
B. Warrukeseel, 141 N. Seventh St.,
Allentown, Pa.; one to Messrs. Dyer
& Moore, Richmond, Tex.; one to
John H. Hovey, Boston, Mass.; one
to Jellies H. Lawtin, Boston, Mass.;
one to Chicopee National Bank,
Springfield, Mass.; one to Will
Nlutsehler, Collinsville, Ili., etc.
Ticket No 69,159 drew the TIM.'
Capital Prize of $50,000, also sold in
fraetional parts; one to F. Felker-
halm, 7e Stevenson St., San Fran-
cisco, Cal.; one to W. A. Nelson, 601
Front St., San Francisco, Cal.; one
to Fred. Lindell, Tama, Iowa; one to
A. F. , Robinson, York, Neb.; one to
Paul 11. Koechert,,Davenport, Iowa;
one to C. A. Buckiughain, U. S. Ex-
press, Chattanooga, Tenn.; one to E.
E. Caldwell, Indianapolis, Ind.; one
to J. ff. Marshall, Cleveland, Ohio.:
one to Farmers' & Merchauts Na-
tional Bank, Baltimore, Md.; one to
Chas. L. Haffner, Bethlehem, Pa.;
one tcl Henry Schimmel, Lo s Ange-
les, Cal.; one to John O'Br[en, Fall
River, Mass.; one to James Doherty,
211 Ws46th tit., New York City; one
to Sophia Otwell, Stamps, Ark.; one
to Miss Ellen Mellower), Newport,
R.I. The next drawing will occur
November 12th. of whch all infor-
mation ean be had of M. A. Dauphin,
New Orleans, La., on application.
, The Coal Output.
Mr. (... J. Norwood, state inspector
of mines, furnishes the following
condehsed statement to tile Capitol,
in ad4ance of his fount-icon:ling re-
port, of the output of the commercial
coal Mines for the six months ending
June it), 1889:
District. Bushels.
Western 18,2.50,522
Northeastern  5,061,021
Southeastern* 7,367,826
Total for 84 mines  2.5,669,4(e1
Of he 84 mines reported, seventy-
live ire on railroads, their total out-
put amounting to 2.545,746 bushels.
All the mince reported in the north-
eastern and southeastern districts are
on railroads. The output of the rail-
road mines in the western district
ailments to 12,856,863 bushels.
CoMpared with those for the pre-
ceeding six mouths, the figures show
redhetion of the output amounting
to 4,265,546 bushels, although four-
teen more mines are represented;
compared with those for the six
months ending June 30, 1888, they
show a decrease amounting to 3,007,-
0.51 bushels, while eighteen more
mines; are represented.
The output of both the western and
southeastern districts fell below that
that of either half of ltess; but that of
northeastern Was increased—the ex-
cess ever the production for the pre-
cediqgsix mouths amounting to 222,-
998 t)ushels, and to 48ti,420 bushels
over the output for the six months
enciiig June 30, 1888.
The reduction of the output of the
southeastern district was largely due
to a strike, which lasted three
montlis—the strike alone causing a
reduetion of not less than 1,5o0m00
bushids. When this is considered, it
appears that there was really a
grow1th in the production of that dis-
trict at the rate of nearly a million
bushjels, when comparison is made
with the output for the preceding six
months.
'File decrease in the western dis-
trict !was chiefly due to the mildness
of the avinter of 1S88—'89, anal to a
temporary disturbance of trade at
Merriphis by the introduction of Ala-
bama coal. The limits of the trade
have really been extended, however,
and the mines generally are loaded
with order/.
The increase shown by the north-
eastern district is probably to be at-
tributed chiefly to the foothold which
the mines have gained in the Chica-
go market.
*The output of one mine for one month In
thin I estrIct Is estimated.
The two Illinois senators were
taken entirely by surprise when
Reim was appointed commisaloner
of pensions. They luol presented a
candidate and been assured that If
the Place was given to Illinois he
should bit e it It did not take the
senators long, however, to turn up
1,rig:it and smiling endorsing the new
csiurniseioner. Such is politics.
TO NEAL ALL BLOOD CONTAGION.
Tag ass? is vux wouto.
I think Swift's Specific is the best blood ream
In Cie workL I have known it to make soma mat:, r-
ftd Cates of patients who were considered incur...11,,
GRAT1101t, , L
Treatise on Blood and Skin nailed free.
THEW HEAT SALE.
53,875 Bushelm Sold at Julien Tueruay.
A large number of representative
farmers of Christian, Trigg and ad-
joining counties assembled at Julian
yesterday on the occasion of the an-
nual R heat sale by the planters of
that section. Representatives of
many large nulls and grain mer-
chants were in attendance and
throughout the sale there was a spir-
ited and friendly competition on
their part in the bidding. The crowd
was invited to the houses of the hos-
pitable neighbors where they were
dined in true Kentucky style.
At 1:30 is m., Col. Jim. Day the
auctioneer began the annual sale
which continued through the entire
afternoon. The buyers of wheat sold
at Julian, pay for deliveriug the
mine. .Those within one mile of
stations, 1 cent per bushel, increas-
ing to 312 and 4 cents, according to
distance to be hauled. Wheat sold,
to be deliverd in Hopkinsville, had
from 3 to 5 cents added for delii ering
the selling price, being paid at the
farmer's pen or grainery. the buyers
having the option to haul the wheat
hinnielf if lie could do it cheaper than
the price proposed to be charged by
the farmers. The sales areas follows:
Miller. No. Bus. Buyer.
tieorge Cox 121111-4113,4 Cowan.
Jos A. Coleman 1.10-Bil. Cowan.
H. V. Owen I75-4114 ..C1111111't
5. V. Owen . 510-65 Lres t .1111s.
MV. Owen 1.1141-455,4 .. Cleland .• bite
Redd 55*-115 C ielsii,l W hitt.
it. it. A It to auu-au . Williams
S. it White .2.51.11)-Mai
Clardy h Suns '221.10-711), _Cowan
C ordy sons DIU1)-7I . Williams.
Bill West .Willianis.
6. 'inswing . leo-dit Cowan.
Nick Sallee r,o-n.i Cowan.
Wiufree 315.1-70 bid no sale.
U. M. Broaddie Williams.
Jesse Giles 5OO-7W W BROM&
!told- Metioughey 5U0-tIre, K., P. 5 Co.
ItobL McGaughey Erd-451 K , P. & Cu.
John Winfree IMO-73 Cowan.
W D. Stowe ate-as. williams.
ti'. II. Wadlington 0-e0.es
Rob sti iwe 0-641, Crest Mills.
S. litowe .2110.10-7, W II I lama.
Frank Pierce 1110-61% Creel. Mills.
John Browning 11015-412'y 4;_ree't
W. 01T. Stowe 21-41101; • Williams.
' 
itia.413i; Crest Id II is.
Titutly WatIlington 2Utilli-d.! Whit Radio at
John Keever 7011-1005
John Cravens o rssi-zu William..
Robt. Hill 1.1eu- ; .
John McGaughey 0.10-00 K., P.S co.
T. Itedd 200-641; Jones.
.Williams.
Williams.
sam.' 1111a1,1.
Williams,
Williams
Williams.
Williams.
• .Williams.
• Williams
ollacte Wars
quint Elliott
Dick Caudle
Mrs. A
Howard Stowe
Fred Stowe
Fred Stowe
M Itickmon
John Reed .
IRced }trees
Will Soya!
J. J. Carr
P. Quarles
11=-67l,
4710-70
11.11O-71
:2100-fr/
7.10-4110
aitt-7 I
100-01, 3
.500-701
2IMG-7 I
1400-71
01)1)-7I
ISUO-73
-
I Mai. Adam's Foot Amputated
The accident to Maj. C. Matt
Adams, at Eminence last week, in
attempting to board a moving train,
was more serious than ant'cipated at
the time. Four toes on the left foot
were amputated soon after the acci-
dent; the foot was also bruised, but
hopes were entertainet! that this was
not serious. Monday, on cousulta-
tIon, the turgeons decided that the
foot must be amputated, aud the op-
eration was performed. Maj. Adams
rallied well from the shock, and at
this writing his condition is sal Islay-
tory to hie medical attendants.
Croup Can Be Prevented.
We want every mother to know
that croup can be prevented. There
is no question about this; 118 it has
been done in thousands of cases, and
you may depend upon it that when a
child takes the croup, it is holely
owing to the negligence of its parents.
parents. True croup never appears
without due and timely warning; a
few hours, or a day or two before the
attack, the child becomes hoarse.
This hoarseness is the first indication
of croup, and is a sure sign that croup
is to follow, unless promptly and
properly treated. The free use of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as di-
rected with each bottle, under the
heading "To Prevent Croup," will
pispel all symptoms of the disease.
For sale by H. B. Garner.
The appointment of Rama is be-
lieved to be the result of a conference
of leading Republicans including
such men as Steve Elkins, quay and
%V. W. Dudley held here last week.
It was stated at this conference by a
representative of Foraker that unless
this pension business business was
settled at once and to the-satisfaction
of the G. A. It. the Republicans In
Ohio had as well give up the fight in
advance. The conference then
brought a heavy pressure to bear on
President Harrison; hence the ap-
pointment.
Skins on Fire
Agonising. itching. burning and
bleeding Eczema in its worst stages.
A raw sore from head to feet. Hair
gone. Doctors and hospitals fail.
Tried everything. Cured by the
CI:Etienne Remedies for $6.
Cured By Cutipura.
I ton cured of a loathsome disease, resents,
in its worst stage. I tried different doctors
anal been through the hospital. but *it to no
porous*. The diet-are covered my whole
body 16/111 i he top of my bead to Ins soles of
my feet. My hair all Caine out, leaving time a
coin piete rust sore. A ft, r trying tiVer) thing
I heard of your C UR• RENEW EL and
after using three bottles of Cl'irlyraa itg-
soLvicsr. with CUTICURA and CurtcUlta
"OAP, I find myself cured at ills cost of
about dn. I would:not be without the CU TI-
CU RA REM EDI IS In my house, all I find them
u-eful In many eaaes, and I think they are
I lie only skin anal blood medicines.
ISAAC If. OE RM A N, Wurtsboro, N. Y.
Burning and Itching.
I was sick In the fall of ISM with a burning
and itching eo had that in three weeks I was
agavered with a rash, atid cou'd ;tot sleep
eights or work days. /Some doctors thought
It ,a lett be salt rheum .rezenia), and sold
they 11 at never seen anything II a., It before
I reeelved no help front any of them. or from
any medicine that I could Jet hold of until I
tried your Curial' RA RIM EDI Ea. After
three weeks' use I was able to work, and kept
getting better, until I antnow entirely cured.
I rot-commend them to ell suffering with
skin disease.
Most :Intense :Itching.
I have used the C utic t' RA REM EWES 11UC-
ceruifully for my baby, who wasattiletecl with
eczema, and bad such intense Itching that he
got no rest day or night. The Itching is gone
111111 toy baby Is cured, and Is now a healthy.
rosy cheeked boy.
MARY K ELLERM ANN, Beloit, Kan
Cuticura Resolvent.
The new Illood Purifier •nd purest and
best of Humor cure.. Internally, and CuTICU-
s•, the great Skin Cure.•ad Curt( vita 140,Ie
an exquisite Skin Beautifier, eziernatly, In-
stantly relieve and speedily anal permanently
cure the most agonizing, itt•iting, burning.
bleeding, scaly, crust d and pimply diseases
anal humors ofthe skin, scalpels' blood, with
loos of hair, from pimple* to scrofula.
Sold everywhere. Price, CUTICUR•, re;
SsiAP, 25C.; RESOLVENT, St. Prepared by the
POTTER DRUG •ND CIIKMIC•L CDIRCORA
T1011, HAtIt011.
Send for "How to Cure Skin Diseases," al
pages, 50 Illustrations, and 100 testimonials
Pi IIPLES, black hetubt, red, rough, chappedemend oily sit I /I preventet1 by l'uiter EA
140A I'.
MUSCULAR STRAINS
anal pains. back ache. weak ii l-
net la, rtituinalism, and chest pains
relieved In ono minute) by the
cptioura Anti-Pain Plaster.
SS cents.-
ASTHMA BE CURED.
anyone &Mittel a. TAP teat, I tothester, N. Y°.
PARKE.R'13
HAIR BALSAM
Clean .ea and beautifies the lair
Promotes a lurrun.int growth.
Hover Fa ls 42 RIttar• Grimy
/1zirt it, V st',f 1 Coley.
1.•n 1,, Is') 5,1,- WANE
Vie. and ft at I
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH
PENNYROYAL PILLS.
Red Cross Diamond Brand.
TM eel' Mott,. rill for row Sere owl
"arr. Ladles. oak Draggle' am la. Dee-
arose Breed,. red pawls Wm* masa
with are. raw* T4'1..641.441. ara
f 
b
ewer') an wave'. se" '
Mellower Cbsse4tree."Ei= 17e.sii
1
=o8AR$ 3 0 CRAYO, T  iIOANIT FREE
The Presbyterian church at Gracey
will be dedicated next Sunday.
SUSZtVitil
M.%
X‘aada+.1
The Chief Reason for the marvellous see-
med of Bood's Sereepertila Is found in the fatal
that this so orlictio• actsally accomplish.* all
Lisa is claimed for it. Its real merit has was
forHood's Sarsaparilla
erLA it ns •pnpulartty and MI*
greater than that of any other blood purifier.
It tam Scurf ela. all Humors. IYyspripata. •te.
Prepared oaly by C. L Heed a, Ce., Lowell. Moss
mow 
Children Cry
FOR PITCI4R'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has over known.
ROY A.
IliTS-CTIZAINTC= C01./S1=3A.INTY
OF LIVERPOOL.
Capital - • $10,000,000
Assets in the Luited States • 4,444,774
The Royal Insurance Company has the largest fire
surplus of any company in the world.
Reliable agents at all desirable points throughout the
South.
BARBEE & CASTLEMAN Mangers.
General Offii:e 504 Main Street, Louisville, Ky,
WALTER F. GARNETT, Resident Agent, Hepkinsville, Ky.
aug 15.deod&w.52i
A Large Consignment.
One of the largest manufacturing houses in Ohio over stbeked with
Winter Clothin
has consigned us ft large invoice of goods, consisting of
Stilt, &PRI
And a large lot of pants, all of Which we secured at a little over half the regular
manufacturers prices and we propose to give our customers and friends the benefit
of our great purchase. This is
No Old or Second Hand Stock,
But new goods direct from the manufacturer, and now is the time to secure full ben-
efit of
Lowest Prices in Clothing
That you can get in this city this season. Mcney saved is money made, so come to
see WI and save enough on one suit of clothes to buy a fine hat or your wife a fine pair
of shoes or a calico dress. Don't squander your means until you examine our stock.
We carrythe largest line of
MIA.11" A.10T13 C.P1.1=nla
in the city. Our stock of
313COCDTSES ANTD $31E-IC.MBSEE5
Was bought lower, and are fresh and new, and will be sold as low as other merchants
offers you old goods that have been carried for years, Call -and examine our goods
and prices.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
S. G. RI1CKNER, JAS. D HAYS.
BUCKNER & BAYS'
Real Estate.
Insurance and
lociing Agency,
Next Door LA) F r 1.1f Entrance of
Court House,
Hopkinsville - - Hy
CITY PROPERTY FOR MALE.
Cheap lots near R, R. water tank.
The lee house property on 7th street near
Princeton bridge. 'Will sell as a whole or in
iota.
Two cottages anal lots on Jesup Avenue.
Very cheap.
The J. W. Daniels lot on Liberty street
..Ill be divided into 4 or more Iota.
One of the finest reeldences in the city, large
lot. homer of eight rooms, all out-buildings,
frutt and shade trees, on west side Walnut
street Terms early and price low.
One of the most desirable residences on east
7th street. large lot, '2 alleys, if room house,
ont-bni dings, etc. Price 0.750.
One of the largest and best appointed resi-
dences on South Main street, with about De
acre lot, at a bargain.
Seven room house and all out buildluge,
cistern and large lot, all In splendid repair,
worth $3,t1U0 We offer for $2,510. Situated on
North Main Street.
Four room house and lot,5ux90 feet,on Booth
Virginia street at a bargain.
Dwelling, store house and lot, corner 2tid
and Liberty streeta—at • bargain.
The line Lewis lot on Ninth street,
90). IVA feet, can be divided so as to melte 6 good
btasluees iota.
Lot on Seventh street adjoining New Era
office very cheap.
Your room house and outbuildings nearly
new. with one of the finest iota on south Main
street. A bargain.
Three very desirable residence Iota on south
Main street, one of which is well improved
or will settees whole, with about WO fest
front.
Acre lot with improvemeate oa south al&
Princeton street very cheap.
FARM PRuPERTY
• cheap So acre farm, well Improved, near
Pembroke.
17e$, acre farm, fine soil and good impcove-
menta, near Church Hill, on a public roai.
Fine 100 acre farm near Belt eyelid lin-
bottom land, good timber, and spiendi
proventents
264 acre farm. with brick dwelling and other
good improvements, between Cox Mill road
and Canton ilk.. Only S miles front any.
140 acrea land each side Cox Mill road, near
city limits
The old Pryor Fears farm of ZOS scree, 1
miles north-east of city, improved amid well
watered, at a bargain.
99 acre farm, troll Improved, lie of a enli•
north of Pembroke.
102 acre farm, finely improved with splen-
did custom mill, 31., miles from Pembroke,
will sell at • bargain.
Fine farm of 240 acres, adjoining Cerulean
Springs tract and extending to depot. Farm
well Improved, with 181 acres under geod
fence, with plenty of good timber and water.
4 room house, two tenements, barn, stable
anal orchard, Good for wheat, tobacco or
stork farm and at a bargaima.
269 acre farm at Friendshir, Cald-
well county, with IU room house and
all other necessary improvements.
498 acre farm near Garrettabung. Land
find-class and farm well improved. Every-
thing in good order. Price. 01%500, ane-third
cash, balance 1 and 2 years at 11 per cent.
MO acre farm on Tobacco road, between
Pembroke and Barker's Mill, well Improved
and well watered Will divide into two(arms, 155 and BO acre*, giving dwellings on
each. Price low and terms easy.
140 acme with dwelilt.g, barn, stables, wa-
ter and orchard, 10 miles east from city, and
three miles from leurgueon's Store for WE.
The finest little term. le5 acres, well Im-
proved, on I. A. & T Railroad, between Oak
Grote and Douglass elation, tn Christilas
Co. Ky. Brick dwelling of 5 rocms, tobacco
barn, and soil equal to any in the Co.
100 acre farm known as the Reuben Bollin-
ger place. 2 miles from Pembroke. One of
the best improved farms in the county and
land very fine. • hairpin offered in this
property.
FOR RENT.—Cottage on Jesup
Ave. $8 per month.
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm, one of the
finest in Mouth Christian. Hap every peeve-
nary substantial Improvement including or-
chard one mile from Elmo and only three
miles from Railroad Depot. To be mold for
di vision.
lillcliocrklays
CHRISTIAN COURT
COMMON F PLEAS.
H. R. Littell, Admr , of 8. A.
Halle). Dec. ; Egon,Against
Mary E. Bailey and others.,
In pursuance of an order in the aforeaald
cases all persons having claims against •.
Bailey, Deed., are required to prove and file
same with me on or before Nov. lath. Deb.
ISAAC BURNETT,
Master Commissioner
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
Ti. lutes& and Lamed Hotel la the Cite.
Bates te 1114.00 Per Day,
Am-online to Locarlen.
TurkisL and Russian baths in Hotel
e Rule the Boost With a Smile !
While our competitors wear a frown that would disgust the stingiest man. Our trade in-
creases all the while. We have no occasion to frown. We have opened out our
Now Sid 01 F111111[1 \NV Elol11111,
No Old Shop Worn Clothing, Boots and Shoes, Everything
Bright and New
"The Reliable" Clothing de Shoe Co.,
M. Fkiir7NFLEL,s
  ON 17 I 
_  
T
Would be competitors, you may blow End puff, but you will never sell goods to the Christian
county trade until you cmpty your lcuse of -OLD SHOP WORN GOODS and GOODS BOUGHT
IN '1864; " and make your prices reascnable. Remember that the war is over, and that Hop-
kinsville has grown to be the metropolis of Southern Kentucky, and is composed of bright'
. ntelligent citizens and will not be duped like -'Jays." We sell the trade, we carry the only
While Introducing eut tine stark, It yam
send us a youreelf or oily
member of your font by, we will !nuke you a
it ftlii life-alze Crayon Portrait of
charms. 1 ht. tatty ronsialeretion tiptoed
upon l'ant will Ire that ) ou exhibit II Oa your
friends au a sample of our work, mad assist us
Ili mew at ml tag order.; abet, that )(au pr  to
lia%e It framed suitably, so that the work will
11110W to advontage. rite your Pall IllitlIP
and address upon the back of the photo lit
secure its safety. We guarantee Its return.
tor offer is good for a few days only, and the
wimple portrait is worth tee, being as fine
as can be made. Iltddreas American Por-
trait Rouse,
5 and 6 Wookiastoa St., Citioa&o, In
Largest Life-size Portrait House In the
world.
(.11tATEISCI.--t oM FORT! NG.
EPP'S COCOA.
It
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operation of digestion
and nutrition, and lay • careful appliestion
of the fine properties of welloteleeted Cocoa,
Mr. Epps has provided our breakfast tables
with a delicately flavored beverage which
may save us many heavy doctor bills. It isby the judicious use of such articles aal dlet(hats constitution may be gradually built up
until St g enough to resist every tendency
to disease, Hundreds of subtile maladies
are floating around us ready to attact wher-
ever there l.a weak pcint. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves wellforti..ed a. It pure blood and as properly
imurlehed Ifranie.-Civil !Service Gazette,
Made simply with boiling milk or water.
Mold only In half pound cans, by Grocers,
lebelled Ijam"Epps & Cs., Itonneopathic Chem-
Isis, London, England.
ENTIRELY NEW STOCK
of Clothing, Furnishings, Boots and Shoes in Christian County.
MOTHERS
Our native modesty will only permit us to remark, thP t with an established reputation
of honest clothing and low pric,.s, we have excelled all past efforts. and this season are pre-
pared to show the most desirable line of Boys' and Children's School Suits and Shoes ev er
displayed in Hopkinsville A personal examinttion will convince you of their wear-resisting
qualities, low prices, and our abundant quantities. Buy from us and wear new and fashiona-
ble clothing, Boots and shoes.
"The Reliable"Clothing and Shoe Company,
M. FRANKEL'S SONS.
sr
a
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T HE N EW ERA
-PUBLISHXD ST-
few Ere Priam, and Co.
el A TICAIlle
flier& at the Postofilen la floplitasville a• about completed, and sill dedi- leet still fresh iu the !lairds of , letufsvieete Out. 24.--itegarding
i An Ancient Obituary .%Inuit gocuotune. 1
• 1 THE HARLAN WAR.
_ 
1 The appended notice was clipped ; •
from an old Hopkinsville paper of ,Quarterly court will convene Mon-
day. A full docket is to be disposed l 18-a7, by Mre. Edwin Kelley, and is A Pitched Rattle Between the Turners
, reproduced not ready on account ofof. and Howarth: at Harlan, Hy.
' the interest which antiquity lends it,The Baptist church of Casky, is . , . ,split uecause the memory of the sub-
satsmd class usatter.
October 25, 1889.
ro Subscribers.
Re4...ently we have
dropp,-.a from our
weekly subscription
list a number of sub-
scribers whose time ac-
cording to our books,
has expired. This is a.
ruie strictly adhered
to, Please look on the
margin of your paper
said see when your
* time is out and come
up and renew at $1 per
yeax with ticket in
cirawIng. Persons see-
ing tills notice who do
not now get the paper
regularly, will plea6e
took up their receipts
or on the margin of
their last paper and
6ee when their sub-
scription expired.
some anD &oasts.
Loe Cannon, of Church Hill, Willi
iu town to-day.
Miss Livy Thompeon is visiting
relatives iu Elktou.
Mrs. S. E. Lloyed, of Casky, spent
Tuesday iu the city.
Mrs. Ella E'lett, of south Cline-
tia u, is visiting Mrs. linesaru.
'Nita. Jesse Evans, of isouth Chris-
tiau, ass iu the city Tuesday.
M. Dawson, Roaring Spriugs, Ky.,
• W ha in the city this morning.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cayce, of
Beverly, were iu tbe eity to-day.
Mr. F. P. tteuehaw has returned
from an extended trip to Texas.
Mr. S. W. Dalton has returned from
a visit to relatives at Springfield.
Mr. aud Mrs. It. A. Lloyd, of Pem-
broke were in town this muroiug.
Mr. R. W. Edwards, the Piano
tuner of Evansville, is in the city.
Mr. John Adcock, of the Church
Hill vicinity, was in town Tuesday.
Mr. laid Gooch, of Nashville, came
over last night for a short siert to his
parents.
Leopold Weil left this morning for
Hendereon, where he will spend
several weeks.
Mrs. Joe McCarron, of this city,
has returned home from a visit to
relatives in Oweneboro.
Mrs. C. E. McReynelds, of Louis-
ville, and Mrs. Zoreeor, of Elkton,
are visiting R. B. McReynolds.
After a visit to her sheet, Mrs. B.
ty, Mrs. M. J. Iturba has left for
M. Hunt, near 13everikin this coney
Salem, hid.
Jake Samuels, Lev Harris and
Henry Frankel attended a dance at
Clarksville last night, returning this
morning.
Misses Mary Griffith, Ella Laub
and Mary Clark left yesterday for
Bowling Green, to visit the fanily of
Mr. D. M. Lawson.
Judge Grace paesed through the
city yesterday en route to his home
at Cadiz, having adjourned the Hop-
kins county court.
Miss Genevieve Anderson will
leave to-morrow for Harredsburg
where she will study under her auut,
Miss Picket Andereon, a noted art
teacher.
Charles I. Eccles, business agent
for the Daily and Weekly Jourual, of
Henderson, arrived in town this
morning on a visit to relatives, and
will remain several days.
Dr. J. M. Bowling and wife have
returned to their home in the city af-
ter a pleasant visit of several weeks
to friends in Ciarksville, Tenn., and
Hopkinsville, Ky.-Nashville Amer-
ican.
Don't hawk, blow, spit, and dis-
gust everybody with your offensive
breath, but use Dr Sage's Catarrh
Remedy and end it.
Rev. John 0. Rust will preach Sun-
day morning and eveningst the Bap-
tud charch.
W. W. Angling, of Lafayette, died
at his home at that place last night,
aged 75 years.
Twenty-five Jersey and Grade Jer-
---aey milk °owe and heifers for sale.
d eodsaw tf. W. F. Perroe.
A freight train wrecked last night
at Saddlersville, Tenn., and delayed
the north-bound express about two
hours.
Prof. J. W. Rust has returned front
Dawson and his many friends will
learn with pleasure that his condi-
tion is much improved.
When you want a good smoke, go
to Rogers & Elgin's, and call for
Moore's Faultless cigar. The best
4, 5-cent cigar in town. oct,.7.2d1wk.
The little child of Mr. James R.
Wood, which has been dangerously
for several days at the home of its
parents, is reported no oetter, and
grave fears are entertained as to its
recovery.
The difference between the city
council and the court of claims, is
more apparent than real, upon a full
understanding of the rights of esch
party, there is no doubt of a satisfac-
tory agreement. '
The young ladies of the Ninth St.
Presbyterian Church wia hold their
first social at the residence of Mrs.
Will Clark, on South Main St., Fri-
day evening. The programme prom-
ises to be very entertaining and
instructive.
If we are to judge from the numer-
ous "cards" which are just now fill-
ing the columns of our country ex-
changes everybody le soliciting ev-
erybody else to "make the race" and
• all are yielding to the"urgent solicita-
tions."
Messrs. L. K. Grundy, Sam Hester,
C derson, Dr. W. K. Nisbet,
Warn ampbell, Dr. Lackey and
Dock Littlefield left Sunday for the
Colitis near Canton, wbere they will
spend the remainder of the week
h and fishing.
Quint Tyler, one of the trio who at-
tempted to break jail eeveral nights
ago an] who subsequently escaped
from the county work house, hae not
been heard ef since although the
work house enstodiau has offered a
reward of $10 for his apprehension
and arrest.
Dr. McDevitt, the recent acquisi-
tion to the dental fraternity, has a
card in this issue of the New ERA.
The doctor le a graduate from an
eetablished school of dentistry and
has hid several years of practical ex-
perieuce. His oilier is over M. D.
cated next month. 
many old residents of this county. the reported besieging of Judea Lewis
She seas the mother of Mr. B. E.The youug ladies of the Methodist !
church will give au oyster supper ; -Randolph, of this city.
I Death is indeed "the King of ter-Thureday night, November 14th.
rors," he is unwelcome even whenTwelve additions to the Antioch age has blunted the feelings, andchurch was the result of the revival
whieu Rev. Frank Perry has just
closed.
aud party in the Harlan court-houee
by Howard anti his followers, it had
been hoped that the trouble was at an
end, but an event which occurred
Saturday afternoon. has precipitated
dried up the affeetiotte of the heart- a renewal of the war. John Howard,
but where lie tears the rose front the a 19-year old brother of Wile. How-
. cheek of youth, and detnoliebee the ant was in town where the father of
After paying all the bonds which alter whieli has been raised to hearse Howard brothers live. Finley Smith,
can possibly be obtained there re- en-born affection he is doubly tern- son of Wash Smith, one of the wealth-
mains iu the county treasury the
handsome sum of $13,000.
Mr. G. W. taarduer will in a ehort
time move his family into the hand-
some resideuee recently erected by
Randolph, of this county, was to herhim on south Virginia street. friemis peen iarly a let i eg.
child of Mr. and Mrs. To say that she perforated all the'file little
Ben Roeenbauut, which has been
very ill for some time pan, is re-
covering rapidly.
A tine Sntith & Weseon !evolver,
38 calibre, was stolen front Officer
Sol Fritz eeveral nights since. The
weapon had his name engraved upon
the plating.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: " 'Owens Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
suffering from diarrhoea and summer
complaint.
The late Mrs. Roach left a baud-
rime sum to the city of Hopkinsville
fit the erection aud operation of a
public fountain. The public has
heard nothing of the money or the
fountain very recently.
Rev. Dr. Medley, of Sacramento,
Ky., will preach at the Universalist
church next Saturday night, Sunday
and Sunday night. Dr. Medley is a
forcible and logical speaker aud will
not fail to interest his audiences.
A special from Clarksville to the
Naehville papers states that reports
come in that Brame, who killed Con-
ductor Lemon, has been stern near
Fayetteville, Ky., where he has
friends and relatives. His friends
claim that he has gone to Mexico.
It is useless to attempt the cure of
any disorder, if the blood is allowed
to remain impure. Neuralgia and
rheumatism are traceable to a dis-
ordered condition of the blood, and
in numberless easee have been cured
by taking a few bottles of Ayee's
Sarsaparilla.
Jones at Co., true to their word,
have something iuteresting in tine is-
sue. They are offering some speeial
bargains, and as has always been the
custom of this firm propose to let
their customers reap the benefits of
the special bargains they secure in
the east.
Some interesting facts, relative to
the financial condition of Chrietian
county, are furnished the NEW ERA
by Mr. 0. S. Brown, w lose long ofti-
cial career and intimate acquain-
tance with the resources and liabili-
ties of the county make him authori-
ty upon Hie subject.
The county of Christian owes noth-
ing save the balance on railroad
bonds out-standing, amounting to
about oue hundred. Christian coun-
ty bonds are so valuable and so safe
to their holders that they cannot be
persuaded to part with them, even
for a large premiustn. Owing to this
fact uo levy was made this year for
the purpoee of sinkibg these boucle.
John Ferguson's store, at Ferguson
station, Logan county, was burned
Tuesday evening about two or three
o'clock. Total loss. Insurance poli-
cy expired Oct. let. When first dis-
covered the roof was ablaze. He
barely saved his books and papers.
Loss must have been considerable as
he kept perhaps the liest country
store in the county.
The committee apoointed by the
county court to adopt a different eye-
tem working the public roads, report-
ed yesterday and recommended that
the representative of Christian coun-
ty in the next legislature have a law
passed similar to that of Unica] coun-
ty. Under this law the people are
taxed for the maintainance and re-
pairing of the county roads and the
delinquents made to assist the hired
laborers.
In this week's NEW Elie, Eeq.,
John S. Long announces himself as
a candidate foe-Jailer of Christian
county, subject to the action of the
Democratic party. ibis gentleman
is too well known all over the eouuty
to require any recounueudatieu from
the press. His long and honorable
career as a magistrate aud a Demo-
crat are evidences of his true worth
as a man. Should the Democratic
party select him as its standard
bearer, he will make as strong a race
as any man in the county.
On the first of November the Chris-
tian Woman's Charity Association,
composed of some of the best aud
noblest women of Hopkinsville, will
ask the public to patronize au oyetei
and salad supper which they will
give iu order to raise means for the
prosecution of their charitable work
among the poor and needy here in
our own city. The proceeds will not
be sent to Africa or China for the
benefit of the heathen we know noth-
ing about: It will be expended among
our own people for the purchase of
necessaries for tbe alleviation of the
suffering poor of Ilopkinsville.
They ask assistance in a worthy
cauee and they point to the good
which they have done as a guarantee
of what they will do.
Mr. Walter Elgin and Miss Daisy
Anderson were united In marriage
at 7:30 o'clock Wednesday evening in
the presence of a few intimate friends
and relatives at the residence of the
bride's father, Mr. R. M. Anderson.
Rev. John 0. Rust united the young
hearts in a beautiful and impressive
ceremony after which an elegant sup-
per consisting of the choicest delica-
cies were served to the guests. Mr.
Elgin is the junior member of the
drug firm of Rogers et Elgin and is
one of the most substantial young
business men of this city. The bride
is a beautiful and accompliehed yonng
lady whotte many lovely traits have
won her a host of friends. The bride
and groom have taken rooms at Dr.
Hill's.
Acute rheumatism is au inflam-
mation of the joints, marked by pain,
heat and reclines'. With these symp-
toms apply Salvation Oil, the great
pain-cure at once. Price 25 cents a
bottle.
Nothing tries the patience of a man
more than to listen to a hacking
cough, which he knowe could easily
be cured with Dr. Bull's Cough
Syrup.
Killing at Trenton.
W. T. Williarne the town manilla!
of Trenton was shot and killed Wed-
nesday by Gran Smith, a blacksmith
of that village. The fatal affair origi-
nated over an effort on the part of the
officer to serve an attachment upon
Smith. The details are rather mea-
ger and only the general nature of
the killing is known. The marshal
was shot while putting away his
spectacles and papers and without
warning of any hoetile demonstra-
tion. Five or six good citizens were
present and a reward of 4.500 has been
Ringiegr N teem
In the ears, sometimes a roaring
buzzing eound are caused by eatarrh,
that exceedingly disagreeable and
very common. disease. hoes of smell
or hearings also result front eatarrie
Hood's Sarsaparilla, the great blood
purifier, i8 a peculiarly euecessful
remedy for this disease, which it
cures by purifyiog the blood. If you
suffer from catarrh, try Hood's
Sareapariila, the peculiar medicine
Wheel !Notice.
The Christian Couuty Agricultu-
ral Wheel will meet in Hopkinsville
ou Nov. tith. and 9111. in regular ses-
eion. First day, the 8th, will be de:
voted to private business entirely
anti all delegates are requeisted to apo
eemble in the county court room
promptly at 10 o'clock a. ne
On the second day, Nov. 9th0
there will be a grand march on horse-
back; anti all members of tne order
are requested to meet near the fair
grounds on the Princeton road at a
o'clock Saturday morning with regae
lia and banners and join in the pro-
cession. After the procession the,
public aud everybotly who wants to
know all about the Farmers aud La-
borers Union are invited to meet in
the circuit court room, where they
will be entertained by eome speeches
from prominent men in the organi-
zation. It is expected that every-
tiody-ladies and gentlemen-will be
given a hearing, so come and see
what we are doing. All members
of the organization are requested to
bring a well-tilled basket of dinner
so we can adjourn to the campus and
feed everybody to satisfaction.
J. M. Rimsev, M. D.
Pres. C. C. Wheel No. 8.
Bro. Wheelers, we had a grand
wheeler rally and pie-eic at Concord
church on !he Madisonville and Ca-diz road in North Christian, on the
10th of Oct. l8t4.9. The weather was
tine and it seemed as if all of old
Christian's good people had turned
out on that occasion.
We had fine speaking and good
music aid a splendid dinner, which
the people of North Christian are
noted for setting. The table was 204feet. long and Was not large enoughfor all the ladies to get to at one time,but there was plenty for all present
to get a good square meal, and to
spare. •
Every body seemed to enjoy them-
selves vary much. NVe had some
good singing and instrumental music
The following is a list of tbe speak-
ers: Bro. Emminger, Bro. Jute W.
Pool, Bro. Joel Hobsou, Rev. Lamb,
Rev. NV. E. McCord and Bro. Sallee.
J. S.
Cor. See. W. No. a4.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is a purely
vegetable preparation, being free
from injurious ingrediente. It is pe-
culiar in its curative power.
Forecast of the mesmage.
The Preeident will devote his after-
noons for the present to the prepara-
tion of his annual message, rigidly
excluding all interrupting callers.
Hi8 message is to be a general one
covering all executive departments,
besides his own reconamendations.
Southern men who have talked with
hint are quoted as saying that thoite
recommendatione will not include a
new federal election law. He is said
to believe that this would be futile, if
passed, and an attenipt to pass it
simply a waste of time. His reawdy
for the alleged disfranchisement of
the blacks would be the unseating of
representatives in congrees elected
by such means. He will, it is stated,
recommend the repeal of the internal
revenue taxes on everything except
intoxicating liquors and the enact-
ment of some measure like the senate
tariff bill. Civil service reform is to
be squarely commended, and larger
appropriatioqp for the conamiesion
recommended. Steamship subsidies
are to be suggested and a liberal pen-
sion appropriation asked.-Boston
Herald.
6.6
A Scrap of Paper Saves Her IA fe.
It was just an ordinary scrap o
wrapping paper, but Reeved her life.
She was iu the last stages of con-
eumption, told by 'Physicians that
Ore was incurable and could live only
a short time; she weighed less than
seventy pounds. On a piece of wrap-
ping paper she read of Dr. King's
w Discovery, and got a maniple
bottle; it helped her, she bought a
large bottle, it helped her more,
bought another aud grew better fast,
continued its tete and is now strong,
healthy, rosy, plump, weighing 140
pounds. For fuller particulars send
stamp to W. H. Cole, Druggiet, Fort
Smith. Trial bottle of this wonder-
ful discovery free, at H. B. Garner'm
Pharinacy.
Monsignor Colgan celebrated the.
golden jubilee of his entrance into
the priesthood at Baltimore yester-
day.
Among the incidents of childhood,
that stand out in bold relief, as our
memory preverts to the days wheu
we were young, none are more prom-
inent than severe sickness. The young
mother vividly remembers, that it
was Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy
cured her of the croup, and in turn
adainisters it to her own offspring
and always with the best success.
For sale by H. B. OARNER.
•
It is probable that Grand Chief Ar-
thur, of the Brotherhood of Locomo-
tive Engineers, will be beaten for re-
election.
How Fortune Smiled so Gayly on a
_Family.
A number of ladiee at Ilollister,
Cal., in a club jointly purchased a
one-twentieth part of ticket No.
87,835, in the Louisiana State Lottery.
On the 15th of August last they were
almost thrown into joyful hysterics
because they drew the capital prize.
-San Francisco. (Cal.) Examiner,
Sept. 20.
-to
Adant Graves, a negro, shot and
seriously Injured Toni Pearson,
Brock Inatome and Lucy Dunn at a
ble. The dispensation of providence iest men in Harlan county, and who
which called to that "undiscovered is spoken of as one of the best iti-
country from whose bourue no trav- zens, was also in town. John How-
eller returns," Mrs. Ann Augusta ard was walking along the street and
Randolph, consort of Mr. Edward Finlay Smith was in the door of the
Cumberland House when they saw
each other. Howard pulled his pis-
tol and:young Smith miezeil a Win-
relative duties of daughter, wife and chester rifle which was near him and
mother, would be but commen both began to shoot. None of the
praise; in her was found the sincere bullets were buried iu the target they
friend, the confidieg and affeetionate were intended for, but it was thought
companion. at first that Hovrard was killed. One
After a painful aud distressing ill- of Smit ha bullets grazed his temple
netts of nearly five months which she and the shock knocked hint down.
bore with the moet christittn font- While he lay there, stunned for the
tude, her spirit took its ffght to thee moment, Smith left, as did Howard a
lx)soin of her God, ou Sunday the few minutes later. The familiar
Ilth inst. in the twentieth year of sound of the revolver and rale told
her age. She left a truly disconsa- the people that trouble had come
late. husband, two iulant children again. This ehooting occurred about
(the yeungest about one mouth olde 5 o'clock Saturday afternoon. John
and a large circle of friends and rela- Howard left town, and when
lions to mourn her untimely loss. ' the news reached Wils How-
ard within an houror two that
his brother had come uear being
killed by a member of the law aud
order party he vowed vengeance.
News was brought into Harlan court
house Sunday morning that Wils
had said he intended to wipe out all
opposition to himself and his meth-
ods at oue stroke. This seemed to be
veritied when word was received
front several directions that Wile
Howard's, followers were arming
themselves. Later a reliable meseen-
gerof the law and order party brought
intelligence that the outlaw heti sent
word to all his men to come aril
armed to a rendezvous a few miles
from the county seat. Wile is im-
plicitly obeyed by his followers
aud the messenger said a large crowd
was gathering at his summons. The
attack was expected at any time
when the gentleman left Harlan
eourtheuse. The meat of justice of
Harlan County, withal is now con-
verted into a citadel by the law and
order party is thirty-five miles from
l'ineville which is the nearest rail-
road point.
A staff eorreepondent of the Times
who went to Pineville last night,
wires that paper from the battle of
yesterday. morning as follows: Wil-
son Howard and one of his principals,
named Jennings, are among the
waunded, and it is said that How-
ard's injuries are probably fatal.
The Turners have been in poseession
of the town for more than a week.
['heir leader is John Turner, just 17
years of age. Howard's forces have
been iu camp one mile from towu.
There are about forty men in each
crowd, all equipped with Winches-
ters anti revolvers. Yesterday morn-
ing Turner led his followers in an at-
tack cn the Howard camp. The at-
tacking party got in the first work
but were finally driven back to town.
A report reached Pineville at 11
o'clock this morning that the How-
ard forces in Harlan, enraged by the
battle of yesterday and the probably
fatal wounding of their leader, left
camp last night and started for Har-
lan Courthou, e, iutending to kill
everybody that belongs to the oppo-
eitiou and buru the town. G. C.
Huff, Clerk of the Harlan Counts
Court at Pineville, is afraid to go
home, though he has no connection
whatever with the trouble.
LATER.-The latest report from
Harlan Courthouse states that Watson
Howard had cut off' Lewis and ids
party from co lllll ontication with the
town. She, if! Jas. Howard of Harlan,
-who is here. ugets that the Governor
send troops to quiet the county.
He says, on account of tite wide ex-
tent of the feud, he cannot find men
trot concerned to form a poste.. and
txecute the law.
A Good W an Gone,
Oct. Ilth, there died, near Hop-
kinsville, one of the best, purest and
moet loveable women in Kentucky-
a woman of the highest order of in-
telligence, the loftiest character, and
one whose life was a ray of perennial
sunshine to those who surrounded
her. Mrs. \mettle Webb Lackey,
daughter of Col. Juo. P. Bryan and
Martha Webb Bryan, was born in
Greenville, Ky., Aug. 7th, Nati, ant
died Oct. llth, /SW She Was born,
raised. married and died in the state,
in fact, in the vicinity of her birth
site lived and died. She was the
mother of Dr. C. L. Lackey, of Kan-
sas City, S. K. Ross, of Omaha and
Mrs. Judge George Moore, of San
Francisco, Cal. Mrs. Lackey, for
a number of years, taught school at
Woodburn, lu this tenuity, aud was
as before stated, a woman of the
highest order of abillty-a woman of
brilliancy and her society was much
sought ufter by both young and old
and many will be the regrets ex-
pressed at her death; and especially
among those who, fitteen or eighteen
years ago, were her etudente in
school, all of whom she treated
more like her own children than
otherwise. Always full of life even
under the most tryingcircumstancem,
she ruled with love and not with rod
anti there were none under her
charge that did not love aud obey
her every wish, and subscribe faith-
fully to her every plan. She has
gone to meet a just reward for a
righteous aud well spent life aud
there is no one who preceded her to
the grave or who will follow her who
is entitled to a crown more resplen-
dently or beautifully adorned with
diadems than that which she wears.
-Park City Telles.
Antioch OWN.
ANTIOCH, Ky., OCt. 22.-Carl, the
infant eon of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.'
Stuart, died ou the 15th inst. The
bereaved family has the sympathy of
many friends.
Mr. and Mre. Abe Miles, of Kirk-
maneville, speet Saturday and Sun-
day with the family of F. E. Quarles.
Rev. H. F. Perry clotted the pro-
tracted meeting at this place Friday
night with eighteen additione to the
chui ch.
Rev. Dr. Ford preached I:is first
ser 
 at Vaughn'e Grove lava Sun-
day. Dr. Ford is an able minister and
will do muclegood on his circuit.
Louis R. Yancey was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Devil Ralston, Sunday
last.
Eeq. C. 1'. Yaucey is attending
court in your city this week.
Mre. Harriet Ralston is spending
this week with relatives in South
Christian.
Mrs. Nancy Littlefield, of Brick
Church neighborhood, is the guest of
J. S. Yancey's family this week.
James Jucker has moved In the
house with George Drake to keep
house for him and also make a crop.
The school at Haddock'is School
House convened to-day after a week
vacation. MIAS 'Annie Newman the
teacher has seventy echolare enrolled
and is the best teacher we have had
for a long time.
I will close. Come out Mr. Editor
and we will go a squirrel hunting.
L. R. V.
The experience of years fureisaes
the need convincing evidence that
thousands of lives are annually eaved
by the use of Ayer's Cherry Pectoral.
It speedily cures all affections of Go.
throat, bronehial tubes, and lungs.
I- • 1)
FARMER'S CONGRESS.
Governor Buckner Appointe Delegate%
to Represent Kentucky.
FRANK FORT, Oet. 24.-Gear. Buck-
ner has appointed the following del-
egates to reprerent Kentucky at the
National Ferment' Congress, which
will meet at Montgomery, Ala.,
Novettaier 13 to Di, 1889:
State at Large-Robert Wakefield
Ballard county ; Robert McClintock
Bourbon county.
From Congressional 'Districts-
James Nance, Graves county ; Dr. J.
I). Clardy, Christian county; Hon.
E. Scott Brown, Allen county; J. U.
Barkley, Muhlenberg county; Moses
Johnson, Jefferson county; Hon. E.Carroll's School▪ House J. Green, Kenton county; SamuelWell Mr. Editor, um no one writes Calloway, Henry county; J. W.from this setiou of the county, I will Campbell, Nicholas county; Josephadd a few lines to your very inter- Johnson, Nfoutgounery county ; Willis
eating paper. L. Ringo, Hickman county.
The people of this vicinity are dont
rowing wheat.
The new sehool hquse in district
No. 34, was completed last week,
Which adds much to the comfort of
the teacner and pupils.
A party of hunters went hunting
bite day last week, and Jim Harried,
la member of the party, and quite an
expert in the business, killed a squir-
rel almost as white as snow. It was
quite a curiosity. Any one doubting
this eau see the hide droned and
stuffed, on exhibition at Mr. John
Hauled's.
Misses Eva Wicks and Jessie
Meacham, from Fergueouville, also
Miss Jennie Yancey, from near Pem-
broke, spent last Sunday at the resi-
dence of Mr. John Hunted's.
The dance at John W. Shanklin's
:on Thursday night, was quite a suc•
,cees and was largely attended.
The Athletic Club, of Fairview,
'and the Independent Club from Lay-
tonsville, will play a match game of
base ball on the Butler road, near
Mr. Tip Shanklin's, next Saturday
evening.
Mr. Lou Williams and .wife,
Logan county, have returned hone-
after spending several days witli
Miss Sue Wood, of tide vicinity.
Little Fred Hayes, sou of E. D.
Hayes, convaleecent after a severe
:attack of inflammatory theurnatiem.
If madam rumor be correct there
!will be a wedding down this way
Boob, but please don't tell it. Cupid
et getting in hie work very rapidly in
this vicinity. EvetteesTient.
_ere
11FTY
vent!' Hay Adventists Waiting for
the End of the World.
FREDKRICKSHU HO, VA., Get.
Considerable excitement prevails in
the vicinity of Screamerville, Spott-
eylvania county, at the Adventists'
camp-meeting, In that place. Those
4gathered there predict that the world
will come to an end to-night, and if
not to-night, certainly before the end
of the month. A number of farmers
have left their homee, turned their
stork out on the commone and are
living in the Adventists' camp.
Others refuse to work and only go
home at night. Many have not sown
their fall wheat on this arcount and
say they will not put a single grain
of reed in the ground, as the Lord is
certainly coming this year. About
fifty persons are living at the camp,
waiting patieutly and confidently for
the end of the world.
With groans and sighs, and dizzied eyes,
Ile seeks the couch anti down he Iles;
Nallnee nnd faintneati in him rise.,
Brow- racking pains naNall
Sick headache! Ilut ere long c s
II is st,onaeli settles into pence,
Within his head the throbbing,' cease-
rieretos Pellets never fail him!
Nor will they fail anyone in such a
dire predicament. To the dyspeptic,
the bilious, and the constipated, they
are alike "a friend in need and a
Three Important Projects.
NV Anil 1.NOT4 oN, OCt. 24.-Witen Con-gress nieets in December tlwre willbe ready for its consideration the re-
ports of three boards of engineer offi-
cers upon that number of importantprojects. The first of these p rojeetsis tne survey of the Gulf of Mexico
for the location of a deep water har-bor. Another is the survey of the
waters about Key West to determine
whether or not a eltannel exists inside
the key, by the use of which a con-
siderable detour now made by vessels
may be avoided. The last project is
the determination ()Utile best plau by
which the construction to the naviga-
tion and commerce of the Columbia
river at Dallee, Ore., may, be over-
come.
_
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-ian rhurelt at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' wil-
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing he ever used. Far teething
chiltlren it itt a 1110st valtrabb• I emit-(ty. For sale by all clruggie...
Not Guilty of Murder.
31 A DitioN VILLE, Kr., Oct. 24.-The
trial cf Champ Gist, which was com-
menced in August, Nei, ended yes-
terday by the jury bringing in a ver-
dict of not guilty. He was on trial
for the killing of Sam Winstead, and
the evidetwe was all cireunuttaucial.
The case went teethe jury, after one
week's trial, !sat Friday noon. The
rdict gives general satisfaction.
, Young Johnson, S. tk B. It. R.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
nounce 'Owen's Pink Mixture' thebest for teething children." For salelily all druggist.
A lancet-Scented Lord.
Locessate.e,Oct.23.-Lord Hinton,
son of the Earl of Pouiett, after
swindling book-makers and others at
Latonia out of $3,000, passed through
here Sunday, it is supposed, going
South.
-e-
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphis, T401111., says: "I
tried 'Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child ef summer complaint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-
gists.
The mauagenieut of the L. & N.
doem not anti e i pate much trouble from
the strike at Evansville, and say that
matters will be running smoothly in
a few dept.
•
Eupepey.
This is what you ought to have,in fact, you inuat have it, to fully
enjoy life Thousands are geminatingfor it daily, and mourning beeauee
they find it not'. Thousands upon
thousands of dollars are spent *HMI-
ally by our teetple in the hope that
they may attain tide boon. And yetit may be hail by all. We guarantee
that Eleetric Bitters, if uses' &tenni-ing to directions and the use persistedin, will bring you Good Digestion and
oust the demon Dyepepsia anti In-itial! instead Bumpily. We rettotio
mend Electric Bitters for Dyiipepsin
and all diereses of Liver, Stomach
and Kidneys. Sold at 50e. and $1.00per bottle by II It. Garner. tiruggiet.
Jeff 1). Herndon, the champion
bieyelist of Tennessee, has gone to
Macon, Ga., to enter new+ there. He
won the thirty
-mile race at Nashville
Married.
J. C. McDevitt, a prominent young
dentist, who recently came to this
city from Tenneseee, and Miss Mary
Young, of Allensville, were united
marriage in the parlore of the Nichol-
son House, at Nashville, yesterday
afternoon in the presence of relatives
and friends, Rev. Jere. !Witherspoon
officiating. 'file couple will remain
in Nashville a few days and then re-
turn to this city, their fu ure home.
Physicians Confess.
All honest, conscientious physicians whogive II. B Botanic Blood Balm) a trial,frankly admit ite superiority over ALI. ot herblood medicines.
Dr. W. J. Adair, Rockmaet. (is., write*:
"1 regard H. H. B. as one of the best bloodmedicineet."
1/r. A. H. Roscoe, Nashville, Tenn., writea:
"All reports of B. It B. are favorable, andits speedy action is truly wonderful."Dr. .1. W. Rhodes, Crewfordaville,wrItee: "1 contemn It. H. Is the best andquiekeet medicine for rhenmatisei I hay•ever tried."
Dr. 04. J. Farmer, Crawfordsville. Oa.,writes: "I cheerfully ree lllll mend It B. B. as• fine tonic alterative. Its use cured an ex-crescence of the neck after other remedieseffected no percept the. good."Dr. H. Montgomery. JacknonvIlle, Ala.,writes: " M y int tt her insisted on my gettingH. li 11 for her rheumatism. as her emestubbornly resisted the uaual remedies Sheexperienced I 'ellen. relief and her im-provement has been truly wonderful."A prominent physician who wishes hieMillie not le Vett, kap.: "A patient of !ninewhose eme of tertiary syphilin wax surelyk him. and which no treatment seemedto check, was entireir cured with abouttwelve bottle* of H. . B. lie was fairlymade up or skin and bones and terribleulcers."
E. A. Burke, ex-treasurer of 'Louis-
iana, has been Indicted for uttering
forged bonds.
NtS ice to Farmers.
Thoee of you who have not already
purchaised fertilizers for your wheat
will do well to call and see me as I
may save you money. I am selling
at retail, delivered at Hopkineville,
all of my wheat fertilizers at $33 per
ton, or $3.30 per sack for cash. This
includee Metealfe's Pure Bone Meal-
bone and potash-my Standard (dis-
eolved bone) Wheat Grower and
some lower grades for less price. I
can give you the commercial value
lately given by Prof. M. A. Scovell,
State Chemist. Contpare these val-
uations with any fertilers that are
offered you and you will see their
literati. Ask those who wimh to Dell
you to show you bulletin No. 20, the
last oue issued by the Experimental
Station and compare my goods with
others.
Nfetealfe's Pure Bone Meal. $30.84
Bone and rotash 63.38
Standard (disiolvitehdheflta.119
" Wheat and corn grower all.30
I sell only for cash or short banka-
ble }taper The price is extremely
low for the grade of goods. I will
not guarantee results nor sell on long
time, but I guarantee my goods to be
honestly made and to contain all that
the State Chemist says they do. I
have no hesitation in eaying that. I
desire to sell tny goods on their merit
and if they cannot be sold without
abusing others and misrepresenting
them, I prefer not to sell. Call on
me at foundry office.
V. M. METCALFE.3t.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
A TRUE STORY.
Chapter 2nd.
When the Good Samaritan had fin-ished speaking, a grateful light valueinto the poor man's eyes, aud he re-
plied:
"Kind_friend, I have endured un-
told agony, my cup of bitterness has
run over; a great sorrow has fallen
upon me and despair was hovering
around: but how I see light, the dawn
of a new day is breaking, and if you
will kindly assist me to regain my
health anti strength, I will return to
Hopkinsville. There I will meek em-
ployment and begin life anew. No
more swill I purchase sugar adultera-
with sand, and butter half tallow.
Alt! how the scales have fallen from
my eyes."
Then the Good Samaritan assistedhint to a place of refuge, where allhis wants were supplied, sending an
order to CLARK'S bin/eery, he dieted
the poor man ou the moot wholesome
food, and moon he was himself again.
This Story is tO be continued, but it)
the meantime, come around and see
C. R. CLARK
When you want anything in his line.
New Black Smith :shop.
For first-class horse shoeing, go to,(11,1,A%. & MOORE'S shop, adjoining
Polk Cantder's stable.
Fresh Reelfoot Perch, Buffalo and
Cat-fish. A supply of flne red Snap-
pers expected Saturday.
octel4d2t. J. 'I'. Sevette.
PRICES TALK.
Polka 3-pound can Tomatoes, $1.15
per doz. Fresh Hominy, 21cts., per
gallon, New Pickle (In bulk) 30 ets.,
per gallon, White Navy Beans 30 cta.,
per gallon. Glycerine Soap, 45 cta.,
per doz. - C. R. CLARK.
STILL BLOWING!
We are still in business, and liable
to rtay. But we want your patronage,
and in order to get it, propose to do
the • right thing by you. So come
around and give us a lift, and will
profit thereby, and we will profit too.
RENSHAW & BRASHER.
The Favorite.
MI. WI. 9P.
Special prices on H. M. T., buggies
and road carts, of our own manu-
facture this week. Call at,
BLPMENSTIEL CARRIAOE CO.
Two farms for rent or work on
salines, also a new cottage for rent.
tf. W. W. WAKE.
ATTENTION, COMRADES!
PENSIONS!
FRANK L. HANCOCK,
U. S. Pension Att'y.
Is at Hopkinsville, Ky. Advice free
as to your disability, original, in-
crease, new disability. Widows
claim; taken. No fee unless success-
ful. Procure certificates of lost dis-
charges and write all evidence. Will
come to Hopkiusville regularly.
Office over Judge Mclatersou'e, near
court house.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Jailer.
We are authorized •nnounce
JAS. D. STKWAH.T,
as a candidate for „taller of Christian eounty
eubject to the action of the Democratic party.
We •re authorised to announce.
11E0. W. ',ONO,
a candidate for re-election to the oMee ofjailer of Christian county, subject to the
action of the Democratic party.
.1. It. 4100D,
Hereby announees himself as a candidate forJailer of Christian o , subject to the decision
of the Democratic convention.
We are authorized to announce.
JOHN gt. LtiNG,
•candidate f.- r jailer of Christian county,
Istahject to the act km of tbe lietnucratie party.
oct,17tillAwIt.
For Clerk of Court of Appeals.
Ws are authorized to annouuce
OZOIttlE H. M•DDEN
as • candidate for Clerk of the Court of Ap-
peals. subject to the action of the Deem:riffle
uominating primary or ounvention.
We are authorized to announce
MR. JAMES H. MARTIN,
of Itsrren enlInty, s candidate for the office
of 'lerk • •1 the 'nu et or A ',peels of Kentucky,
stalklek to the act hot of the 1 konoerittic party
For County Court Clerk.
We are authorized to antIOUDee J. 5,
RAGPIDA Lit Ita II candidate for County Courti'lerk, subject to the action of the Democratic
party .
We are ant /*witted to announce.
WILLIAM COWAN,
AP4 candidate for County Court Clerk of
Chriatian county, subject to the actiom
the ientocratie party.
We are authorized to announce
it O. BUCKNER
a a candidate for county Coati. Clerk of
t 'h rist Ian County, subject to the action uf Use
Times Hard!
MONEY SCARCE!
GOODS CHEAP !
The finest anti largest stock of
Silts aodliress Goods
Consisting of Fall and Winter Dress
Fabrics, all now on exhibition.
The grandest collection of
HIGH AR? NOVELTIES
The most perfect rahge of eolorings,
!he most attractive line of
Plaids And Stripes
alld t -
Most Satisfactory Prices.
OUR
Cloak Room
Is peeked with handsome and late
styles
CLOAKS,
PLUSH JACKETS.
SASQUES,
CLOTH JACKETS.
NEWMARKETS,
All of which are sola at real bargains.
aur Carpet Department
Is complete in every respect, and wedefy competition.
We have a full stock of
Rugs,
Oil Cloths,
and Mailings.
If you are In need of anything in thatline don't fail to call and exam-
our stock. Times are hard,
and money !scarce, but we
are selling goods low,
all ean afford to
buy at our
prices.
Give S call and be convinced
that what we say is true.
C. M. Latham.
Callis & Wallace
Real Estate,
Collecting and
Insurance Agents.
We will sell at a bargain
the Higgins lot on the west
sid3 of Clay street, with a
two story brick house upon
it, also 3 improved lots on
the west side of Clay street
between 10th and 11th
streets, fronting 57 feet on
Clay and running back 100
feet.
FOR, S-E1A-1...d=..
One of the most desirable residence*in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated on south Main street and known
as the Sam Fox property.
A first-class business house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.E. Cor. of 9th and Clay Sta., Hop-kinsville, Ky.
A farm of 125 acres, situated 1}i
miles bouth from Hopkineville, Ky.,
on Cox Mill road. Improvementsgood. 115 acres cleared and 10 acresin timber.
For sale, lots in Stites' additioa
flopkinsville, Ky. Theae lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. R. track.
McPherson lots situated on south
side of 15th St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situsted
on east side of Clarksville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
WallaCts heirs, and being a part ofSharp addition to the city of Hop-kinsville.
A farm of 1M acres 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limestone land, well im-proved, eel! at a bargain.
400 acres of land 8 miles south of
Hopkinsville, Ky. for sale. Im-provement good tad land first-class.Terms reasonable.
4 dwellings on Elm Street for sale.1 vth 4 6 ,a
1 Brown " "4 4
" East of Clarksville St., for
sale.
1 dwelling west side of Virginia St.1 " emit " "
Building lots well located In anypart of the city.
INSURANCE.
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Walace,
cos'Ottlee it) rooms lately occu-
pied by post-office.
Hopkinsville, - - Hy
ELECTRICITYAND TH VITAL FORCE
THE • 
.T1ON.RCM
3B3r 3ECIEIN11.1r IY17 nac•iv-ir, . .
This ha a New and Easterly )(edict' Treatise, and indIspaseable to miry rowan, ral DOLE-ACED. and 04.D MAN who is suffering from Weakness, Languor, Lom of Memory, Readuisms,Depremon of Spirits, lOrer Complaint, Mama". of the fildaeys, sad •11 diseases depeadent almaAccident, lfhasssea. Folly, Vice, Ignorance, Nervoue Vhal Eshmatim, and
THE ERRORS oFYOUTHAND MANHOOD.
CONFIDENTIAL. Addrees linear 1,U Mose, C. D No. MI Columbus aesam, or Itnitidor
Roved hi leather, full gilt rrlee, only pee dollar, by mall, misled la plea wrapper,
MO, Ituetoe, Nam. Prefatory loner, witk ammerous testimonials from high soarers, free Us all.This is im ouly ELECT no-asarm o PH YSIOLOC Y ever published, and is aimlessly es/pleami perfect. lila meant/Lute to all , it coated the very meta sad ruals et 11/11101.
Tor all I itremee of Men, hy the &ethos:Med amber,
EXPERT HOME TREATMENTA4.0DOSITIVE
I) , who DisecifestiED
MINCE or MANHOOD...7 be wt.° nod CURE.THE ELIXIR OF LIFE AND THE TRUE is./nit 4,4 norirttiellbre.le perw.n or letter, at hi.. F. ertro.Medic, Ilifirt66.1.7,.N1./...161C‘AutuL166 A r ,Ituot.00,
...I HEARD A VOICEi IT SAID, "COME AND sac...
J. LIEBER'S
Barber Shop.
The only white shaving parlor in
the city. All work done in the beet
manner, and everything neat and
clean. All he asks Is a trial to secureyour regular patronage.
Over Hooeer & Ballard's, Con,
Main and Eighth Ste.
A Complete Stock of
STAPLE AND FANCY
Dry Goods,
Notions & Gent's Firtillint Gads
A lireat Variety of
A Nice Line of Gent's and Boys'
Clothing,
All of sehich I am offering at pricesas low as the lowest. ('all and be
convinced of the fact.
BEN. ROSENBAlli
No. V West Main Street.
Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circuit Court.
Theresa Harrison, and others
Equity.
By virtue oif'n A-judMgmlleinrint7taend order of saleof the Christian l'ircult Court, rendered at.the January term thereof, 1688, in the awescause !shall proceed to offer for sale at Usecourt house door, in HopitinsvIlle, Ky , tothe highest bidder. at public aueMon, on
MONDAY THE 4TH DAY OF NOV., it*.
At 12 o'cloct tn., or therembout being Countyt 'ourt day) upon a credit of 6 mud 12 monthsthe following described property to-wit :A track of land 8 mi.e,, soutb of Hopkins-ville, In Christian county, Kentucky, on theCox Mill TOIVI, containtng 300 acme, bringlams land &noted to M. I). ttypert by thecommitaloners appointed to divide the estateof John W. Cucke. dereasied, and bounded anfollows: Beginning at two black oaks. Flem-ing C•rter's wrier, thence with • line there-of S. I ,, W.212 wire) to • point in the riverILittle River. where it wakes a short bend,and Dear a sycamore on the north Wink.theme up the river with the meandersthereof is. 1'2. E. 3 6.10 poles . to a augur treeand two/firth pointere Whitt k and Mmon'scorner, on the N. blank of t river: thenceN. E. tea poles 1,, a bl oak on theAnt Of a ridge near a n
...279_poies to • stake on the hele.nnideet4.of't.41.Cox XIII road, thence Car101 and Knightline, N E XI poles to a stake in Whit-lock's line, thence with Whitlock'n line N.W. 117 poles to a red oak near a fence inthe line aforesaid; thence S. lel, W. 17 polesto the cross fence course continued, In all 2H1poles to the beginning. This tract of landhas been divided into three pareels. and willbe sold either in 3 tracts or as a whole, themale to be made in the way that will bring themost money. The parcels of land intowhich Die tract in divided are described asfollows:
Lot No. 1 contains 217 acres, of which 45acres is in timber +Lod 172 acres cleared, andthe Improvements on this tract consists. of adouble log house l' stories high, with •n Lcontaining 2 rooms, • double cabin, a stableand tobacco barn, large enough to house 36acres ef tobacco. This lot is ou the E. end ofthe WO aeren.
Lot No. 2 adjoins No. 1 and lies W. of Itand contains 216 acres of which 165 Is :leeredand :.,l acre* in timber tied has the folowingimprovemente upon it: A log house trite 3good rooms, • double log cabin, a stnali logateabrel,noarnwd t aceotobace. barn that w I .1 !tome 26
Lot No. 3 adjoins lot No. 2 and lies f itand contains ,i4t1.., acres of land, all well tim-bered.
Also the following tract or parcel or par-cels °fiend lying 2 miles north of Hopkins-rttle, on the Madisonville road, being thesame tract of land deeded by John T. Aro-naugh and wife to M. D. Hypert, and boundedam follows, to-wit: Beginning at a poet oakon a hill, Cartwright's corner, thence N. *),E. crossing the creek, the railroad track andthe Mad iiton Ville road. 1012 poles, to • stake onthe Nixon hill, two white oaks originallycalled for but now gone, thence S. al,t strik-ing an uld marked line about one po/e E. ofthe the N E. corner of field and followingmune '3112 poles to a stone near a small walnuttree N. of Johnson's ,now Davis') corn crib;thence M. W. recrossing rallroed trackand Madisonville road, 162 poles more or lessto a stake, Henry Route's corner, theme N.Pc pole, more or lees, to the beginning,mai containing 2511 acres, exclusive of ftboutacres held by t be Louisville eaahville R.aa right cf way through said tract ofland for railroad purposes.Dr a sufficient quentity thereof to proem-.the sums of money so ordered to be madeviz: The SUM of $10,1.61.540 from the skIethe 5411,1 sere tract and the sum of $3,367.04 fromro acres and these lands will be sold subjectto tbe payment by the purchaaers reepective-ly- of any unpaid taxee due or to become dueon each of said tracts of land respectively.The purehmers of said lands will not be en-titled to poseeasion of same until tbe con fer-metion of this sale by. court, and nof thenunlefts said lands twit for two-thirds of theirappraMed value. Eor tbe purchased pricethe purchaaer, with approved surety or sure-ties, must execute bond, bearing legal inter-est from the day of sale until paid, havingthe borer and effect of • replevin bond. Rid-dweinith twhiesell beterrusrepared to comply promptly
I IWRNETT,
Master Commisaloaer.
Junius C. McDavitt,
DENTIST.
Office: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
DO YOU WANT TO KNOW
Where you can lay in your winter clothing, underwear, boots and shoes for the leastmoney? We won't call any names just here, but will only say to our friends that
whenever you see goods at prices named below buy them:
Mena' good half-wool suits at tk3 75
Childrens' winter suits " 98
Childrens' half-wool suits 1 50
Children& all wool full cassimereknee pants 75
Mena' good all wool cassimere pants 66 2 40
Mens' best all wool fancy cassimere pants 66 3 00
Mens' worsted fancy striped pants .. 3 00
Mens' good unlined long overcoats 2 50
Child's nice overcoats 1 50
Child's nice cape overcoats • 1 75
Nice Camel's hair underwear at 75Drummers' samples in fine underwear half priceFinest Camel's hair made underwear 1 50Manufacturers' samples in suspenders half priceManufacturers' samples in stiff hats half price
Big lot of long heavy overcoats half priceCelluloid collars in all styles,standing or turn down
all sizes 5cCelluloid cuffs 10c
Boots% Eiatacil Ellixo45s.
"BARCAIN PEN" PRICES.Women's Heavy Winter Shoes at $ .60Children's Boots 
" .60Children's Winter Shoes " ,25Women's Kid Congress Shoes " 1.00Women's Pebble Shoes " 1,00Ladies Fine Dongola Button at $1.00 to 1.50Men's Good 1-2 Fine Shoes " 1.00 to 1.25The Best $2 Men's Boot in America.
Hooker's Fine Sewed French Calf Boot 6.00Bush's Hand-made Box Toe Kip Boots 4.00Genuine full stock kip box toe saddle seam longleg men's boots for $2.60Boys Good Boots 1 to 5's 1.60The Celebrated "Anderson's Wear-for-ever Shoes$1.26, $1.50 and $1.75Best Kip Brogans
Best Women's Full Stock Shoe
Women's Wool Lined Arctic Overshoes
Women's Rubber Sandals
1.00
1.00
.60
25
Now don't stop looking until you find the above goods at the aboveprices. and we might say, to save you a fruitless hunt, that so far E sheard from there is but one place in this whole county where suchgoods are to be bad at such prices; and we don't suppose it will be anybetrayal of confidence for the New Era to say to its friends that the oneand only place to find these goods is at
Glass Corner and Bush's Old Stand.
The place is run by people who will treat you
white and sell you good honest goods at Lower
Prices than any cancern in the country.
 I•NMEMMI•••••••• •••••••••,•••••••••••• Mn/.,.• ••••••••••rne••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••=..1~, 
SE; AT I 211E CONT.
ESTABLISHED 1843.
THE REPRESENTATIVE PIANO HOUSE OF THE SOUTH.
C2-32CMC=MZING- Imi.A.1•To
Kranich & Bach, Henry F. Miller,and Kurtzmann Pianos.
All of which will be sold at the lowest prices and on terms to suit purchasers
GONvERsiNG BY TELEGRAPH. I
An Operator Says Ile Dues Not Hear time
Clink of the Instrument.
' "Do 1 hear the click of my instru-
! mentr said a telegraph operator when
i asked what was the sensation of re-
! oeiving a message and writing it out
i at the same time. "Well, I suppose I
do, else I could not take the message,
but the sound does not make a notice-
able inipression on my ear. In fact, I
I
am never conscious of the fact that
there is a click. I do not associate
the adtual dot or dash with a letter.
To me it is a letter itself. So when I
am 'receiving' it is precisely the same
as if some one was talking to the.
Most of the messages come along so
rapidly, you know, that they make a
running conversation. It is not pre-
cisely as if you were talking to me
here, but rather as if you sat In one
corner of the room and spoke to me.
This is so true than when a question
is asked an operator fancies that he
„hears the rising of the voice at the end
of the sentence. This prevents one
from being overcome by the terrible
monotony of the thing, for I often get
interested in the messages. When 1
am receiving a graphic newspaper so-
count of any incident I feel as if some
one was telling it to me. Perhaps it
is more real to me than one who reads
It afterward.
"Sometimes when my wire is not at
work I lie back in my chair and doze
off. When another operator begins
to call me the effect is the same as if
he spoke my name in my ear, repeat-
ing it over and over again. I do not
associate the call with anything but
the idea it represents. That is why
the little pleasantries which two oper-
ators exchange do not seem so unsym-
pathetic to us as people think they are.
I have had men laugh at me when I
told them that 1 had just greet-
ed a fellow operator after 'getting
him.' The thing struck them as
being ludicrous. He heard noth-
ing but the metallic snap. It of-
ten happens that Tou lose track of a
man for a long time. Some day he
bobs up again at the other end of the
wire. You don't discover who it is
until the message is over the wire, per-
haps. Then you say 'Hullo, where
have you been; how are your just
about as you would if you met him on
the street.
! "Then yoe get to know some man
whom you have never seen. You talk
with him, say 'hullo' and 'good-by'
and get well acquainted with him in
time. You wonder what he looks
like, whether he is tall or short, and
such things. Some day he changes,
or you change, for operators are al-
ways moving around, you meet him
and you are friends on the ewe Of
course, when you know a man person-
ally aial talk with him, the conversa-
tion is all the more natural. But you
mustn't get the idea that operators say
much over the wires at the same time.
When work is pressing we jump from
one message to another without west-
ing much time.
"Can I recognize certain men by
their touch on the key! No. I cant
say that I can. But there are some
men who are like lightning, and I
usually find out very soon whether or
not the fast man of an office is on the
other end. Then there are men who are
terribly slow, so that I feel as if I was
listening to a drawling voice. I can
tell when I have taken two words
Tribune.
whether the sender is a Or a poor
operator."-New York 
Those who contemplate purchasing Pianos or Organs would do well to address our author-
ized representative, Mr. M. E. Rives, at Hopkinsville, who will take pleasure in calling upon sll
those who want to inquire abut prices and terms of these most exccellent Instruments.
622 4thAvenue, Louisville, Ky. SMITH & NIXON.
"The Owensboro,"
Manufactured by tne OWENM130R0 WAGON CO.. OWENSBORO, K
For durahl'Ity, elegant appearance and lightness of draft the ()wellborn farm wagoa
carts and drays have no equal. They are the lightest running wagons in the world, they
are made of the best air seasoned timber in the country. Every portion of the wood wolil-
made waterproof by thoroughly saturating in LK:dile/linseed nil Every portion Is thorough
ly ironed and all gears are double braced wove iron, being used more than on any other
wagon on the market. The bodies are made of the best clear, seasoned lumberorell braced
and painted, bottoms are tongued and grooved and will hold small grain In bulk. All well
guaranteed For catalogue and prices address. "OWENSBORO WAGON. CO,
°WRNS BOWS, Kv
THE
LOUISVILLE
AND •
MEMPHIS
LINE
Tie OnlyLia€ Rimini Solid Train
Between
LOUISVILLE and MEMPHIS
With Pullman Buffet Sleeping Cars
from and to
LOUD3VILLE, MEMPHIS, VICKS-
BURG and NEW ORLEANS,
VIA MEMPHIS.
The lino is thoroughly equipped,' and In
Bret-clams condition, and provides between
Louisville and Memphis a Double Daily Ser-
vice with Parlor cars on Day Trains and of-
fers an excellent arrangement of time and
through ears.
A feature is the time and advantages se-
cured by the limited express trains: The
"limited" leaving Louisville at 8:56 r. m ,
daily. arriving Memphis at 10:06 a. m.; and
the "limited" leaving Memphis at 6:10 p. in ,
daily, arrives Louisville at :00 a. m.
-Only a
night'. ride and gives an entire day for bust-
le/11C or p.eaeure In either city with only one
day's absence.
The preferred routet to points In Went
Tennessee, Arkansan. Texas, Mississippi,
Louisiana and the south and south-weet.
The belt and quickest route to points in
Eastern Kentucky, Virginia, Ohio and the
East. Connections at Louisville and Cincin-
nati are made in Union depots and orniaihne
transfers avoided.
TRAINS LEAVE NORTONEIV.ILLE:
ZSTW A AD.
No. 1-Mall and express, daily, 1 •22 p. in.
" 7-Limited express, daily, ... 1:21 a. in.
'• 11-Way freight 10:28 a. in.
ICASTWARD.
No 2-Mall and express, daily, S65 p. se
" a-Limited express, daily, 1417 a. in.
Li-Way frieght .  „21111p m.
Tickets, tIme-tablee and all strieffed Infor-
mation secured by applying to
R. B. BEVIL, Age nt
Nortonsville,KF,-
or W. H. 'WITTY, Oen'l. Pass Agent,
Louisville. Ky.
Corner Virginia and Eighth streets
Keeps a full line of horses and
vehicles, also proprietor
CITY TRANSFER LINE
Carriages, buss, and transfer wagon
MEET ALL TRAINS.
Paanengers and baggage carried to
and from all trains to
AN Y PA Et'? Ole THE rm.
Leave orders at stable. Telephone
74.
511 RICE,
Far 15 -jell., at - ( Ur: Mace, nrv
XarketStreet, be--Bet. Third and Fourth, Ky
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PRIVATE COUNSELOR
Of 110 wpm, meat to soy Wirer, armorto raise. for liberty
0111 seas. Shood to read by an. •ddreta •• • toto
011be lasso ass • -I. Ilamaiga.
SAYRE FEMALEMEPT.
A gel feet boarding and day wheel for young ladles.
I ueorporated in WA. For twenty years under the
charge of the present Principal-. Kindergarten,
Yrdosry, Acadenac and Volleghate Depart LUPO La.
Art. Music, blodern La.:wastes, and full tullsgl-
ate t reviews systems adf u.usa.g mad
Ventliatlema. Large ground, and buildings, with
s ;oriel' apparatus for Claa• instruction. sumber
of awarders limited to thirty-sta. For catalogue
ap by to 11. 1/. alleCLICILl.A Primeetpal.
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J. LIEBER'S
Barber Shop.
The only white shaving parlor in
the city. All work done in the best
manner, and everything neat and
clean. All he snits Is a trial to secure
your regrilar patrona.ge.
Over Heoser & Ballard's, Cot.,
Main and Eighth Sta.
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Caveats, and TrA:e-Merio olsinnt. and eli Pat-
ent bueinQas conduct..1 for Moo..... FEE*
Qua Orrtee in lb eetbeiTIC 1./ S. Pegg NY OririCIE
and We can went,- rstent 111100M time tlaul Mose
remote frmn We•dri•ofton.
Send model. drawing or photo., with descrip-
tion. We ad,:.,, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Onr fee not due till patent Is secured.
A 1.5011101Cry. "Ito,' to Obtain Patents," with
names of actual Cents in your State. county, Of
Lew n, mart free. Address,
C.A.SNOW & CO.
Gee. PATENT orrice WaSINiNST011. D. C.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
nin..*•••••••••neeineeernefloneMonarnen./...."..
JOHN FELAND, Jr.,
Attorney at Law,
Practice In all the courts of the Common-
wealth, the Court of Appeals and the
United States Court.
Offints over Petree & Downer's.
J. A. Southall,
Physician & Surgeon.
Office over First National Bank
Residence, South Virginia Street
d6rn.
WOO!). I, M. !AFL!.
WOOD &BELL
Ationnys Al Low.
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
Will practice In the courts of Christian
and adjoining counties. d&w
Bauer Livery,Feed & SaleStaile
South Main St., Hopkinaville, Ky.,
7. Mart . "Prop'r.
Boggles. flacks, Driving and Saddle Horses
al ways ready. Honest and Mule. bought and
sold. A nontrno limn' stock pen attached.
Teams and drivers furnished to commereial
travelers and others at any time. Provender
of all kinds for sale at Rate II or In Bulk.
JONES & BANKS,
13.49.3E41,131B So
7th Street, HOPEINSVILLE, KY.
We have the neatest ire't best
equipped shop in the city. Nom bid
firstsclamis and experienced barbers
employed. Polite, attentive and sat-
isfaction guaranteed. Give us a call.
A Most Effective Combination.
This well known Tonic and NervIvie is gaining
peat reputations! a cure for Debility. Dyspep-
and NERVOrYi disorder& It relieves all
gold and debilitated conditions of Use n•
• Amur Aerie the Intellect, and bodily functioss:
Ida ay wont out Nerves ; aids digestion ;
Sire. issystinti or tont Vitality, and brings back
yosthful strength and vigor. It is pleasant to tba
tor, and u•sl regularly braces the flystesal WAWA
Ilh• depressing influence of Malaria.
P1'ice-81.0o per Bottle of 14 ounces.
For Sale by H. B. Garner, Hop-.
kinsville, K
stimulate.. the torpid liter, at roast's.
en. lie dit;e.I I orgasm regulates Geo
bowels, amid .are Is sr ew %Baled ass..
ANTI-BILIOUS MEDICiNE.
I In tantorini district.. their let,.,-'.arc
aide!, revue, le aeri ./t•then pgaftwen. I ce-
11111Oe 111,1114,1•11e. hi 1 reellaW •1 egg.
(r  tarsi tioiyosa. Elegantly sugar
coated. Once ansall. Price. 2.1cla.
Sold Everywhere.
Office, 44 Murray St.. New York.
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• H. B. GARNER Agnt.
CALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE KY.
The Finest itt.1 I.srgest Hotel is the City.
1. ,0 in 114.00 Per Day,
A t•cordIng to Location.
and Russian baths in Hotel
The Cow in the Pasture.
What better example of industry
than that presented by the cow in the
pasture getting her breakfast, unless
perchance it be the busy bee, or the
tiny ant?
What truer picture of contentment
than that which the cow displays,
when after her repast she lies quietly
chewing her juicy cud?
The cow as well aa the lamb is also
a striking instance of gentleness and
patience. I am describing the cow
when :le is at her best under good
treatment A well fed cow is pretty
sure to be contented, gentle and pa-
tient As a rule it is chiefly when she
works hard and don't get enough for
it that she is discontented and !Inds no
comfort in the shade.
The milk flow is in a great measure
regulated by the cow's contentment.
Her happiness redounds to our good.
In order to make the most of the cow
we must make her happy.
A wide stretch of tender grass, a
cool spring, and a shady spot are her
chief delights, and whbia furnished in
their fullness will make ..rosperous
flocks and happy herds. .w Impor-
tent is this uestion of • pastures!
Also see that the cat e are well shel-
tered in all cold and disagreeable
storms. The cow seems to be nearest
her natural condition when in the
pasture. Let us make the pasture as
pleasant a place for her as possible.
All hail to the cow in the pasture!-
A. P. Reed in Lewiston JottrnaL
Nbootint the IllagAds.
Arab boys are expert swimmers,
and1ike boys in general, are fond of
dlsplaying their skill before strangers,
if only tin.- are awarded by some
small coin. Mr. Eden tells how they
shoot the rapids of the Nile.
Seating themselves astride a log of
wood about six feet long, and buoyant
enough to support them waist high
out of water, they ride it with the seat
and gestures of a Jockey, and with
hands and feet keep it straight with
the line of the current.
The fall is shot with an ease and
grace that does away with the swore of
danger one would expect to feel at see-
ing a man hurled along amid such a
boil and turmoil of waters; but once
at the bottom they have a hard strug-
gle to induce their horses to turn out
of the course.
To do this they avail themselves of
the impetus acquired by the log in its
shoot, and throwing themaerves full
length upon it they seem, with a sud-
den stroke of the left leg and arm, to
drive it and themselves out of the cur-
rent.
To fail in this would be dangerous
even to Arab swimmers. Immediately
below lie ugly rocks, en which the
heavy stream breaks with featful vio-
lence. -Chicago Herald.
PPESCNT AND reOSPECTIVE.
Vu , alone 1 sit and think
II Invade have crossed the river's brink-
The narrow bounds which all must pass-
Mown down and withered like the gram.
The years have ;pod, but hopes are left
High as the Olyinpura mountAin cliff.
Shall they he shattered? Nay, not so;
Higher they rise MA on we go.
The MAU SWUM. 101i sit early MOM
As from the east its rays &re borne.
And at meridian, more its glow
Itevives all living things below
And shall not (lir aspiring soul
Sleet its desire with more control
Than Snit It drew its dal breath?
Shall it fall helpless in the shades of death?
Nature and God proclaim aloud -
Though man puts on the funeral shroud-
"Vet shall he live again" and love the more
The poser emotive. as unseen before,
Lei autumn leaven we droop and fall
From the shorn tree, and like • pall
Fulling.; er earth. when faith anew agleam,
Wlitcli centers lu the blissful hope of heaven.
Be steadfast. (Mende. for life is very brief.
What now la Joyous soon may turn to grief;
"Du out, tatters an you'd a lab them do to yote.--
What fails you here sill be redeems! anew.
-George W P111110111 in the Salem Gazed*
The Universal Verdict of the People
Who have used Clarke's Extract of
Flax (Papillon) Skin Cure award it
the first and highest place as a reme-
dial agent in all cases of Skin Diseases.
Erysipelas,Eezema,Pimples, unsight-
ly blotches, humiliating eruptions,
Boils, Carbuncles, 'fetter, etc., all
yield to this wonderful preparation at
once. Price $1.00 for a large bottle at
H. B. Garner's drug store.
('larke's Flax Soap is good for the
Skin. Try it. Price 245 cents.
Burying the Hatchet.
MoBEHEAD, KY., Oct. sV.-(Spe-
cial.)-At Pine Spring, Rowan coun-
ty, Ky., Frank Tolliver married Miss
Grace Martin. The bride and the
bridegroom respectively are sister
and brother of the leaders of the op-
posing factions that for several years
have been industriously murdering
each other in that county. To-day's
wedding seems to be& treaty of peace.
AN AGED SINNER.
The Oldest In This Ntate Wearing the
Cuff*.
JACKSON, TENN., Oct. 20.
-Deputy
United States Marshals Bell and
Collier arrived here this morning,
having in custody Bill Morton, the
oldest moonshiner in Southwestern
Kentucky. West Tennessee officers
have been searching for him the past
twenty-five years. He was captured
on the Tennessee river while selling
fish. In 18740 a posse went out from
Megfield, Ky., to capture Morton.
He turned the tables, capturing the
guns and routing the officers.
Paying for Experience.
YOUNGProwS, 0. Oct. al
-William
Monroe, of Georgetown, Ky., several
weeks ago answered an advertise-
ment for a party who had $500 to act
as treasurer of a theatrical company,
and joined the Rose Lisle Company
in Indiana. Monroe took a chattel
mortgage on the wardrobe and was
to receiue $2.5 per week salary. The
company struck here the past week,
and Monroe having received no sal-
ary or payment on his mortgaged, at-
tached the show. To-day he settled
for $00 and left for his home, charg-
ing up 44-ioiid isev;:ral weeks' salary
to experience account.
About Typewriters.
IL is astonishing that out of the
large number of girls that learn short-
hand and typewriting how few there
are who make a success of it. The
colleges have been crowded with
shorthand and typewriter students for
the last four or five years, and yet
even now expert operators are not by
any means a drug in the market. One
woo hi think. considerine the large
number of girls that have studied
shorthand And typewriting, that it
would be an easy matter to secure
good operators, but although incom-
petent operators are plentiful I can as-
sure you that there are very few "ex-
perts' hunting positions. Any one
who doubts this can try the experi-
ment of trying to secure the services
of a first class typewriter in a hurry,
and he will meet with disappoint-
ments that will convince him of the
truth of my remarks.-Interview ill
S. Louis Globe Democrat.
Tine Unrest's Chased Itostins.
When 9ueett Victoria dies the nu-
merous suites of rooms now closed in
the royal palace will probably be re-
openeil for occupancy. The queen
lia.s a strong penchant for closing
rooms once used. by her friends. The
apartments in Claremont in which
the Princess Charlotte died more than
seventy years ago are rigorously
closed. Prince Albert's apartments at
Windsor, Osborne and Balmoral are
all kept precisely as they were when
lie was alive. The duchess of Kent's
rooms at Frogmore are also shut up,
which renders that abode absolutely
useless. as they are the best Ill the
house. The queen has also kept John
Brown's rooms at Windsor entirely
closed since the death of that domestic.
-Exchaegc.
A nomeo Who Does Chores.
There is said to be a young man at
'eat Newton, Pa., who, when lie goes
to see his girl, is compelled to split
wood, carry in coal, run errands and
work in the garden, by the girl's mo-
ther, before he is allowed to do any
courting. Wo should think Vial when
lie had all these tasks accomplished it
would be time to go home to break-
fa.st; but perhaps he is permitted to
remain until the morning is pre-
pared and is made to help his girl wash
the dishes, lie says he won't kick so
long as the old woman doesn't send the
girl to bed and insist upon being
courted in her place. -Norristown
flerald.
A Folmar for Tuft Hooters,
A French paper notes that the mem-
bers of a distinguished family of Li-
mousin, when about the age of 20. de-
velop a round tuft of white hair over
the forehead. albeit the rest of their hair
may be black, brown or red. The tem-
traits of their ancestors for many gen-
erations past show this distinguished
mark. of which the descendants are
not a little proud. We believe the Or-
sini family of Italy are also remark-
able for tile growth of a tuft of white
hair, a characteristic of their ances-
tors during many centaries.-London
Court Journal.
Mak nig Muni= les.
La Camas describes the Peruvian
burial rites as follows: "The dead are
wrapped in the skin of the llama, then
clothed /fed deposited in a sitting pos-
ture. The doors of the tombs, which
are all toward the east, are then closed
with stone or day. At the end of a
year, when the laxly becomes dry,
the doors are again opened. There is
no bed odor, because the skins in
which the body are placed are sewn
up very closely, and from the cold
they soon become munin ies."--Sci-
ence.
Artificial Spout; a.
A new sponge industry is being de-
veloped on the mist of Dalmatia as an
outcome of experiuients by rrofessor
Oscar Schmidt, of Styria. Professor
Schmidt planted in favorable spots
very sniali cuttings of live sponge,
and in 'hive years was rewarded with
a line crop of large sixeiges. The ex-
was small ; the total cost of 4,000
sponges being :lot more than 225
francA-New York Telegram.
Ono More Hope.
He-You aro the only daughter?
She-- YVA.
Ile -I should think your father
would be willing toset the fellow who
marries you up ill business!
She-Well. I don't know. Pa has
made that otter six tinices now, and
nothing overcame of it any time; but.
George, if yott want Inc it might do to
see the old man about it. - Epoch.
Grain. of Gold.
Family matters should never be dis-
cussed before strangers.
Good manners are made up of petty
sacrifices.-Eme:soii.
The only thing certain about litiga-
tion is its uncertainty.-Bovee.
Minds of modern caliber ordinarily
condemn everything which is beyond
the limits of their compreheesion.-
Young Ladies' Journal.
TARE IT IN TIME.
"For want of a nail, a shoe was
lost; for want of a shoe, a horse was
lost; for want of a horse, a rider was
lost." Never neglect small things.
The first signs of pneumonia and
consumption can positively be
checked by Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption. Sold by
H. B. Garner, druggist.
Mrs. Chandler Dead.
ATHENS, ALA., Oct. a:).-Mrs. Mary
Ann Chandler, relict of the late
Robert Chandler, and one of our
most estimable women, died to-day
at 10 a. m. of paralysis. At the fu-
neral to-morrow at the residence the
services will be conducted by Rev.
M. N. Morris, of the Methodist Epis-
copal church.
TERRIBLE FOREWARNINGS.
Cough in the morning, hurried o
difficult breathing, raising phlegm,
tightness in the chest, quickened
breath, chilliness in the evening or
sweats at night, all or any of these
things, are the first stages of con-
sumption. Dr. Acker's English
Remedy for consumption will cure
these fearful symptoms, and is sold
under a positive guarantee by H. B.
Garner, Druggist.
Leo XIII. In Marble.
WASH isoyos, Oct., 20.-Archbi-
shop Corrigan has Informed the
Right Reverend Rector of the Cath-
olic University of America that Mr.
V. Loubat, of New York, has ordered
a collossal statue of Leo XIII., lobe
executed in Carers marble by one of
the leading sculptors of Italy, and
will present it to the University next
October.
en
• Sad Story.
The child coughed. The mother ran
oemedy was near. Before morning
the poor little sufferer was dead.
Moral: Always keep Dr. Acker's
English Remedy at, hand. Sold by
Garner.
A Colored Deed Recorder.
WASHINGTON, Oct. a).-It Is re-
ported that the President contempla-
ted appointing James M. Gregory,
one of the colored professors of Har-
vard University, to be Recorder of
Deeds for the District of Columbia.
'THE IRON CAGE.
Detalglbeid by the Bishop at Verdun, Who
Was Its First Occupant.
For Louis XI of France-whom Sir
Walter Scott and Mr. Henry Irving
have made so familiar to the English
public-the iron cage had a great at-
traction, and he seems to have.pquip-
ped with it nearly every one of his
state prisons. When the Due de Ne-
mours, previous to his trial, was trans-
ferred to the Bastile, he was put in a
cage of iron; and the king, learning
that some indulgence had been shown
to so illustrious a prisoner, wrote in the
mote uncompromising terms to the
Sire de Saint Pierre, one of the com-
missaries appointed to try the unfor-
tunate prince. He was not pleased, he
said, to learn that the fetters had been
removed from the duke's limbs, that
lie had been allowed to leave his cage,
and that he had attended mars when
women were present. And he charged
him to take care that the prince never
left his cage, except to be put to the
question-that is, to be tortured-and
that this should take place in his own
apartment.
Other important personages in the
reign of Louis made acquaintance
with these iron cages of Ins; among
others. William of Irancourt, Bishop
of Verdun, and the Cardinal de la
Balue. According to an eminent
Freneie antiquary, each cage was
about time feet long, eight feet broadal
and seven feet high, consisted of
a ponderous frame w rk of timber,
strengthened by solid iron clasps and
fenced in with stout iron bars,
weighing altogether a couple of hun-
dred pounds, and costing about 867
livres, at the then value of money.
Philippe de Cononines, the historian,
makes some characteri4ie comments
upon King Louis XI and his cages.
"It is quite true," he says, "that
the king our master ordered the con-
struction or some 'rigorous prisons'
-cages of iron and of wood, covered
with plates of iron outwardly and in-
ternally, and with terrible iron bare,
each about eight feet wide and about
the height of a man, or one foot more.
Tile num who designed them was the
Bishop of Verdun, and in the very
first that was made lie was inconti
nently immured, and lay therein for
fourteen years. Many of us since
have poured our curses upon him, and
I forone, having had an eight months'
taste of this kind of captivity. For-
merly, too, the king caused the Cree
mans to make for him some Leavy
and terrible fetters to fasten upon
prisoners' feet, and an iron ring to
clasp around the ankle, with a solid
claim attached. and a great iron ball
at- the end of the chain. These instru
menus of torture were known as 'les
fillettes du roy; or the king's maid-
ens.' These, nevertheless, I have
seen on the feet of many prisoners of
rank, who have since riesi into honor
aud great joy aild have received many
favors front the king."-All the Year
Round.
A Thrifty Farmer.
The gra.sping--thotigh not iiiiserl
-nature of the mitive New Englaisi
furmer is somewhat proverbial. it is
hard to get the better of hint in a
"dicker," and lie very seldom gives
anything for nothing lin' keenness
in this respect was well illustrated by
an experience of a young Boston man
who reeentty spent a week in New
Hampshire. The young man wanted
to hire a boat for the day, and the
farmer owned one which was moored
to the bunk a the river. "Can you
let me have your boat for the day i" he
asked of the owner. "Well, let me
see," was the cautious reply. "I don't
know as I can. You see, tiler's a
man over here, Mr. So-and So, that
other feller, yer know. He said
t'other day he wanted my boat, and
he may be 'raound this morning."
"Well, I'm sorry, as I should like it
today very much. You don't think
you can let me have it "No; cum
ter think of it. I feel purty eartin that
other feller'll he 'raound after it to-
day. And if he wants it, he orter
have it." "That settles it then, I sup-
pose," said the young man. "13ut can
you tell me of any place near here
where you think I can hire a boat?"
"Oh, you want to hire a boat, do yert"
"Yes!" "Wall, naow, seem' yer want
to hire a boat so bad-come to think
on it, it's gittin' kinder late, and I do
not believe that other feller will be
'raound, this morning-it's mos' 9
o'clock. . You want to hire it, you
say r "Yes. How much will you
charge me for the dayr "The last
time I let her I charged thirty cents
/--for her; but I kinder thinks that's a
leetle might high. I guess I'll let you
have it for twenty-flve cents."-Bos-
ton Times.
Getting on Bain.
A writer in The Times of India de-
scribes a systeni of geaniblire; in C'al-
cutta on rain. It ie. careied 0.1 in a
"compound" off I.:: Ourra bazar.
where, when a rain cloud crosses the
sky, a crowd collects of eager, excited
men; some rush about frantically,
others perch themselves high on ad-
joining roofs and gesticulate wildly to
friends below. while all gaze anxiously
at the sky. There are the suite, or
rain speculators, and the system, as IKE LIPSTINE.-
explained by the lessee of the com-
pound in which it is carried on, is ex-
tremely simple. On the roof of his
office there is a ditch which will hold
eight sues of water. If a raincloud
bursts and the fall exceeds this
amount, the overflow is discharged
into the compound by a spout. This
decides all the bets, those who wager-
ed it would rain winning. The bets
are entered by the proprietor in a
hook, the commission being one pice
per rupee, and the transactions beisig 
all settled at 10 o'clock the following
morning. A defaulter is hardly ever
known; the gamblers are mostly
money lenders, men of substance and
well known to each other. They are
a class by themselves, and the stakes
are usually inconsiderable, whereas
in Bombay it is not unusual to have
thousands of rupees on the rain. The
system has one advantage-rainclouds
cannot be manipulated; they cannot
be loaded like dice, or "faked" like Kr aver de Harris,
horses; there are no handicappers, no
starters, no owners and no jockeys.-
London Globe.
/11
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Kentucky New Era
DRAWING!
46
Below we publi,li a partial list Id* i he prerniunasoiven
to our mubseribere:
LA.St cf Plien-a.i-ta.:cra.s. •
1 Buggy, made by tile Blume s ie Carriag c •  $ 150 00
1 Wagon, made lit- the 1, wetisho o Wago , Co , 50 OD
1 hove Sewing blechloe, makes button-boles, sews sirsag and
str 'gilt seams, and every variety of ornamental Work  0000
1 Sewing Machine, {8 drawers drop-leaf) manufactured by the
New Honie Co  00 00
8 premiums, each, one Steel Engraving, 610 00  80 00
1 13-day clock  10 (X)
1 Lovell Washing Machine  e oo
1 Clothes Wringer 8 09
1 Premium, Dry Goods  b 00
1 Hat 500
I Gent's Saddle  5 00
5 Premiums, each, a box f•O elegant cigars $ 2 00 . .._ 10 00
30 Premiums, each, 1 year's subscription to Weekly Netv Era  NO 00
10 Premiums, each, 1 year's sub cription to Daily New -Era  60 00
1 Road Cart, now on exhibition at John R. Green's •  25 00
1 Bell City Section Cutter, on exhibition at John R. Gewen'a  15 OD
1 No. 40 Oliver Chilled Plow  11 00 Ala
1 1-horse " II II b coo
Other premiums, ranging in value from 50 cents up-
wards, will be added from time to time, until the list is com-
plete Send in your name or call and subscribe.
NEW ERA CO.,
Hopkinsville. Ky
USE TOP ,,,LAMP
PEARLp THE 13,EST QUIM NE:YS
MADE ONLY BY N
THEWORLD
..-1) A. CB ETHor.u0. PITTSBURGH,PA.
South:-: Kentucky:-:College
HOPKINEWILLE. KENTUCKY.
f
"IL 6314:31xcscS1 Icor Scotts 1914031L412,161.
The 10th Session will begin TUESDAY, SEPT Srd, IMO. This sihool offers nest-ela
addvstostres in English, Science Ancient Isinguagea, French.German, Book-keeping. M•
sic and Art. Ts.RMS MODE it 1. K. F or catalogue giving full InforMation
Address . JAMES E. SCOBEY. President.
ILO. Fleming. tsew
SAVE 20°/ -SAVE
BY BUYING YOUR
Dry Goods Clothing -
BOOTS AND SHOES
He can and will sell you goods cheaper than
any house in town. All goods warranted to
be as represented. Remember the place.
Ike Lipstine,
Gish Building,Corner Main and Ninth
HIS REASONS.
Rev. Dr. Leavitt Tells Why He Leaves
the Protestant Episcopal Church.
NEW YORK, Oct. 20.-Rev. John
McDowell Leavitt, D. D., who after
forty-one years' service as a minister
of the Protestant Episcopal church,
has withdrawn to become a Reformed
Episcopalian church minister,
preached this morning on his reasons
for doing so in the First Reformed
Episcopal church, Madison avenue
and Fifty-fith street. Dr. Leavitt
declared that he had been practically
forced into his present position, and
his action was the outcome of a long
and persistently fought battle be-
tween the tenets of the Protestant
Episcopal church and the dictates of
his own consicence. His widest dif-
feret ee front the church was on the
supremacy of the scriptures as the
sole rule of faith. The baptismal
()Mee was, lie said, in direct contra-
diction to the article and homily on
this point, for the reason that while
the office asserts the regeneration of
the infants in baptism the scriptures
are silent on the subject.
CUT HER THROAT.
Sad Ending of a Woman Deeerttal by
Her Para 
EvaNsVILLE, IND., Oct. 20. -Mrs.
011ie Williams committed suicide
here last night by cutting her throat
with a razor. She was a mtrauger in
the city, having come here with a
man named Phillips, with whom she
had been living. The couple came
here directly from Council Grove,
Kas., where they istoie a 9-year-old
son of Mrs. Williams by her divorced
husband. The custody of the son
was given to the husband by the
terms of the divorce. On Wednes-
day last Phillips deserted his para-
mour, and this is believed to be the
cause of her suicide. The child was
taken in charge by the local authori-
ties, and will be sent back to the
father.
PROM YTS ESN.
First a cold, then a cough, then
consumption, then death. "1 took
Dr. Acker's English remedy for con-
sumption the moment I began to
to cough, and I believe it saved my
fe."-WALTER N. WAL LACE, Wash
igton. Sold by H. B. artier, dl Cg
nst.
Gent's Furnishings
FROM
Year ON Willa! $2 a Moos
SEND ORDERS TO -
HOPKINSVILLE, - - - - - KENTUCKY'
The following brands kept: Davies. County and
E. W. Worshani'm Peerless; Hill & Winsteed's Milk
Velvet; Robertson County Corn 1i'llisky; Anderson
County Whisky; White corn Whikkir; RIch Orals
Sour !dash Union County Whisky and Tennessee
W
-Eight different kinds of Wines.-
Specialties.
BRANDIES,
"PEACH and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"
and GIN
Prices From $1.50 to
$4 Per Callon,
With Jugs
Free.
N. B.-Encloee Postal, lIoey Order or Cash
with your order.
ExelsiorPlaningMills
AND--
Wagon Factory.
ONIMmimaggsm.~11111111111111=1111111110
We wish to call especial attention of farmers to the folloteing
lines of goods which we intend to dell at the lowest possible prig. Al
Gllarantoo6 to be First-Class.
Empile Fertilizer Wheat Drills, liu gggi es,
Empire Plain Whest Drills, Phaetons,
Kentucky Wheat Drills, Road Carts,
lelcSherry Wheat Drills, Binders,
Homestead Fertilizers, Mowers,
Model of Good Fertilizers, Th
Bone Meal,
Buggy and Wagon Harness, Sash,
(Timex Disc Harrows, Doors,
Iron Duke Harrows, Blinds,
Keystone Harrows, Moulding's,
Builders and Farmers Hardware, Brackets,
Whits Lead, Lime,
Linseed Oil, Hair,
Mixed Paint, t'ement,Paint Brushes, Fire Brick.
We arc the authorized agents for the celebrated
„
ERWIN & MED PAESI
We most cordially invite you to call and see us
Most Respectfully,
FORBES & BRO.
